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BRISBANE, Today.— High - ranking cop, 
wearing an automatic, emergency rifle, stents 
howling mob of lewd student beasts who, in 
George Street 10 minutes ago... 
. . . viciously attacked this terrified spin-
!ster as their contribution to "36S days of Cen-
enary fun . . . 
Moreton Bay Figieaf, 
Sunday failj> and 
21 St. Century Veracity 
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ONCE again, on this day of days, Brisbane is con-fronted suddenly and sordidly with the fact of 
the University. 
Again the newspaper columnists dip their 
aspersive or patronising nibs and the public pre-
pares its faded variety of reactions. 
But perhaps we are able to discern In the Babel 
of voices, two main attitudes. 
(i) The derisive carp, "Are these beasts our 
future leaders?" found in any of a dozen 
Letters to the Editor, 
(ii) The "psychological" approach that in 
Commem. the young scholar "lets ofl 
steam", unleashes the animal in himself for 
a brief romp. 
Both these views of Commem. are inadequate 
because, though contrary In effect, both spring from 
the assumption that there is no point in the fun 
and games, that it is merely a sort of circus. 
But there is a point to Commem., as the shal-
lowest survey of the floats will show; the humour 
is not arbitrary, but Is directed towards ridiculing 
aspects of our pubhc life that merit criticism. And 
thus, if the Procession is often funny, quite as often 
it is also true. 
This is not to say that all the participants are 
animated by a dispassionate zeal lor social com-
ment. 
But the very spirit that tradition has imparted 
lo the Procession shapes the most mindless matter 
towards its own end of parody and satire. 
Complac'eiiey 
THOUGHT Has A 
Birthday BY JOHN HELMAN npHE year 1959 is a centenary in the world of A thought, for in 1859 two of the most famous 
works of the nineteenth century were published— 
Darwin's "Origin of the Species" and John Stuart 
Mil l 's less spectacular but no less important "Essay 
on Liberty." 
of 
Mill's great principle enun-
ciated in the Essay was:— 
". . . that the. sole end for 
which mankind are war-
ranted, individually or col-
lectively, in interfering with 
the liberty of- action of any 
of their number, is self pro-
tection . . . [The indivi-
dual's! own good, either 
physical or moral, is not a 
sufficient warrant Cslc), 
"The only part of the con-
duct of any one, for which 
he is amenable to Society is 
that which concerns others. 
"In the part which merely 
concerns himself, his inde-
pendence is, of right, abso-
lute. Over himself, over his 
own body and mind, the in-
dividual Is sovereign." 
Complementary to this 
Ideal of freedom from over-
vigorous control was the idea 
of "active citizenship," the 
willing contribution to society 
by the individual. 
Today we have a much 
IMorer estimation of the worth 
have not, of course, entirely 
thrown off tlie liberal heritage 
represented by Mill, 
the growing complexity 
modern society. 
Or because the Government 
with bland self-confidence is 
assured that it knows the real 
needs of the citizen—whereas 
ex hypothesi (in most cases) 
the citizen does not. 
If the Commonwealth cen-
sor (or some other equally 
well qualified man of letters) 
says that Behan's "Borstal, ,,^,^ . ., v. • i^ J . u 
Boy" is obscene, and that the ! j | .^f ^^  " ' ' " " ^ forced U, be 
Australian citizen should not 
Rely more 
OU State 
But now they talk not of 
just "liberty" but of what is 
known (to them) as "positive 
be allowed to read it, who is 
the Australian citizen to as-
sert that he has enough ma-
of the individual. We coerce '• turity to decide that for him-
him "for his own good" ex- ' self? 
plaining that increased con- ' "Progressive" members of 
trol is necessary because of I twentieth century society 
N OR Is the Procession merely destructive; for criticism of existing institutions and attitudes 
impUes the existence of standards by which they 
are judged and found wanting. It is only by a vivid 
and continual awareness of these larger possibilities 
that "avenues of development" will be kept open. 
For example, in this our Centenary year, we 
achieve little by eulogising "a hundred years of 
progress"; this merely induces a sterile complac-
ency. 
If this year's procession (and this year's Sem-
per) make only that point they will have helped 
considerably in the necessary task of replacing the 
imctuous pomposities of prbfessioiial "Queensland-
ers" with the stark, awful and unaccommodating 
guffaw of Truth. 
tlBiiliillii^ 
Now you see it — 
• •••now you don't 
(or how subliminal can you get?) 
Just like the H-bomb, they could spring it 
on you (p'oncyl') suddenly. You're watching 
TV or the movies . . . a message is flashed 
on lhe screen for the veriest fract'ion of a 
second so that it is (FJ^V . ' ) beyond the 
threshold of consciousness . . . but the eye 
sees it and your subconscious retains it. 
That's subliminal advertising for you. It 
could be a wicked weapon (pi^ JJi^ eyi') ' " ^^^ 
Wrong hands. Politicians and advertisers 
have pounced on the idea and newspapers 
have printed articles on the subject. 
However, we doubt whether it will effect a 
demand for, say, men's shoes (FI^„°„'„V<)- Could 
you ever imagine yourself rushing into our 
Men's Shoe Department and asking for 
Desert Boots just because the idea was 
invisibly flashed to you while you were 
Watching TV? 
Admittedly, we've Brisbane's widest range 
of colours, best fitters, prices from 7 1 / 6 , 
but it doesn't seem that subliminal advertis-
ing could affect your choice in any way. But 
that's just the point, {i^;^,y^ You can't 
be sure, can you? 
*'Misrepresentation " of true facts 
over Q.L.P. controversy alleged 
jT^EAR Sir,—The action of Union Council In only granting recog-
nition to a "Labor Club," as the Queenslan(d Labor Club, came 
in for considerable criticism in the last issue of your paper. 
I must accuse you of mis-
representation of the true 
facts of the case. 
In your news story of the 
action you devote three para-
graplis to description, one 
paragraph giving the argu-
ment for, and six paragraphs 
g i v i n g the 
a r g u m e n t y>-»^ ^^ .^^ .^^  #.^ ^^ ^ #»#»^^» 
against. ! »7f « 
you over JTOUr lOMMe 
look the fact \ crones - . -
that had this , ..^ ^ . „ „, , . „ , 
body applied D^'^R- Ed ors,-We are 
for recoEnitlon'^^^ '<»"'• "tractive Arlst 
as the "Marx- {students (fresherettcs) whol; their countries 
ist" Commun- ^l'^ ^ '^^  decided that wc lack;; of origin. In 
ist! or even as Ja certain sometliing-wcj; the later case. 
thA .cn-iniicst ' still haven't been asked to . it was pro-, 
the Socialist I ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ,. ^^^ t n e y | at student referenda in Vic Club. Council 
would n 0 
have the right 
to s u g g e s t 
migration restrictions where 
they detrimentally affect 
Asian students who have 
gftduated from Australian 
Universities. 
The Guild had proposed 
that Asian students should be 
allowed to remain in Aus-
tralia at their 
pleasure after 
gradu a t i o n . 
provided thnt 
they were not 
already com-
mitted to re-
turn to work In 
t;; We use Pep.sodent, Life- i should be per-
;;buoy and Laxettes. j mitted to re-
Our friends tell us 
possible alter ! ^^^ reasonably good-look-; | tralia a f t e r 
natio names. ; '"Sr and we have lovely fig- M their bonded 
but since there ; u''*s (slartling statistics!) |; period a n d 
Is at present a '• Please, what shall we do! 1; then remain 
^ "'Ulng-on-the-shelf (in ; 
known split in i anticipation), 
the L a b o r ! Gigl, Collcttc. Gaby, et • A negative 
m o v e m e n t . ; ; Renec. ]. vote by dele-
Council must; Change your friends.., g a t e s of 
take note of;'They are obviously liars.,; Queens 1 a n d, 
the fact, and 11Eds.] .; Sydney, New 
preserve 1 t s *<***•»»•»*•*'>•»»•»**•*»*•»****•*> south W a l e s 
viable. The Guild has thus de-
cided to immediately reintro-
duce Its lost Council motion as 
an extraordinary resolution. 
This should be considered at 
the May Executive Meeting 
and go to a vote of constitu-
ents early in second term. 
It will now be interesting to 
see whether those constitu-
ents responsible for negativ-
ing our Council motion will 
be able to produce some other 
reason for opposing it without 
admitting their agreement 
with Uie arrogant principle of 
a "White Australia". 
The strong student opposi-
tion to the policy registered 
free. 
More and more they rely 
ujion the State for their 
needs and so more and more 
they submit to its intcrfer-
.ence. 
But the fact that this is 
still called "liberty" ipositive 
or otherwise) is more a tri-
bute to the strengtli of the 
ideas of Mill and the others 
! of his tradition, than to their 
own perceptioni 
We are all socialists today 
(whether we admit it or not— 
and using the word "social-
ism" very broadlyi; the dif-
ferences of outlook amount to 
questions of degree. 
iDiffereilt .kind 
of liberty 
we;; turn to Aus-
p o l i c y of 
apoJltlclsm by refusing to re-
cognise a club supporting an-
other side as a "Labor Club." 
This same argument should 
apply in the case of the 
Liberal club should the 
Liberal party split, and simi-
larly with tiie S.CM. should 
some particular church lay 
claim to contain only Chrls-
talns in Its numbers, the 
claim which la the case of 
one particular denomination 
has only in recent years 
ceased to be pushed. • 
—NICK CLARK. 
•TvEAR Sir,—During January 
^ the annual Council meet-
ing of the National Union of 
Australian University Stu-
dents rejected a University of 
W.A. Guild of Undergraduates 
motion asking for NUAUS 
support for the easing of Im-
More letters 
on Page 76. 
and New Eng-
land Universities and an ab-
stention by Tasmania secured 
the defeat of the motion by 
four votes to five. 
Delegates from the above 
Universities tried to rational-
ise their support of the "White 
Australia" policy 'by itrottlng 
out the old cliestnut that 
NUAUS Is constitutionally 
barred from forming policies 
on political issues. 
The .Guild supports the 
general n>rapositlon >of -an .a-
political -NUAUS. But it re-
fuses to -admit the sincerity 
0/ contentions .that a motion 
rtffectlng the right of Asian 
students to remain in Aus-
tralia after their graduation is 
political only In character and 
does not aflect students as 
students. 
The incoming NUAUS 
President, Martin Davey, has 
cleared the air by circulating 
a ruling that such resolutions 
would be within the objects of 
NUAUS- and • constituUonally 
toria. and Western Australia 
(837o opposed In W.A.) makes 
one wonder if some constitu-
ent student bodies will con-
tinue to accept the stand of 
their representatives. Por one 
that does not understand tlie 
machinations of Sydney 
Sil.C. politics, for instance, it 
is difQcult to comprehend how 
Sydney B.R.C. delegates can 
oppose motions highly con-
genial to the Interests of their 
1000 fee-paying Asian S.R.C: 
members and get away with 
it. 
Possibly some student lead-
ers would be surprised at the 
result of a few more refer-
enda. 
W. H. HARTtEY, 
W.A. Secretary Tor .N.UJV.U.S. 
No longer are liberalism (or 
freedom) and conservative 
opposition to it the divisive 
issues of Society. 
If that eminent sociologist, 
Mr. w. S. Gilbert, were to re-
write his "lolanthe" in the 
modern context, one of its 
more famous pas,sages would 
probably be more like: 
"I think it quite « quirk of file, 
A meit annatoral twltl—: 
Thkt no product ot the' Wclf»re 
Sttte 
Hii» slBUilicsll.v ever minttd 
Belnc a little Lmbaor SotialiKt— 
Or else a little Tor.v SocUIIU." 
In conclusion, it must be 
said that it is not here as-
serted that our welfare aims 
today are to be entirely de-
precated; but merely that 
what was once called "liberty" 
has not the same appeal as it 
once had—and that what we 
call "liberty" is something 
quite different from what Mill 
knew by that name. 
We'll make it, or 
make it not (ever?) 
THREE months ago, we 
set our deadline for the post-
Commem. Semper for May 21. 
That is three weeks after 
Cotnmem., and it seemed a 
reasonable time to allow be-
tween these two issues. 
However, as of Wednesday, 
April 29, Semper's Commem. 
Issue never looked like coming 
out. 
Therefore, we are sorry to 
say. the date of the next 
Semper will be three weeks 
after today's date (whatever 
that is.) 
TJje Holy AUiance 
r j E A R Sirs.—^he lUniversity -Bookshop is still ac-
^ cepttng its 25'% iprdf it .(AH! ibut !how ilt wishes 
tt (did ndt have to) Ibound tby the bw df the Ho|y 
All iance '{Booksellers lUnion). 
(•at least that ^some ,good use "What !ls 'the senate idolng 
with its yearly thirty pieces 
of silver? 
Evidently students cannot 
have books at reasonable 
prices (N.B. reasonable prices 
do not exist in Australia). Is 
there any scheme whereby 
they can benefit? 
Can we suggest that the 
authorities buy a Potter's 
field? God forbid they should 
ever give' It to the Union or 
the faculty societies.-We pray 
be made of it, 
One suggestion that fs 
shouted 'these idays is -that sthe 
second-hand book dept. be ex-
parided and operated oji a 
non-profit basis., 
Another that, a little more 
daring in speculating on books 
students will buy (before the 
academic year begins) and the 
opening of all stocks to in-
spection. 
What think ye Romans? 
—FRO BONO -PUBLICO 
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HIGHLIGHT 
THE annual parade through cify streets {at 
10.30 a.m. today) is, once again, a highlight of 
Queensland University's Commemoration Week. 
All the color and creed, cacophony and crud of 
previous years is still there (not that you thought it 
wouldn't be). 
Sex rears head 
As the Engineers' maiden-devouring dragon, like 
Sex, rears its ugly head along Charlotte Street—NOT 
one-way Elizabeth this year—these are the louts and 
vamps of the Varsity you can spit on, together with 
their floats. 
• King's College curs from St. Lucia. 
• Agricultural Science slobs from Gatton. 
• Medicine monsters from Herston. 
• Physiotherapy femmes from Victoria Park. 
• Architect asses from St. Lucia. 
• Law louts (from every available Bar). 
• Arts awfuls from the bun-hungry students' refectory. 
Best route ever 
The city parade begins and ends at the Domain. 
Thi.s year's route is along four city streets (one lucky one 
twice). 
In order of assault they are; ALICE — GEORGE — 
CII.ARLOTTE — EDU'ARD — ALICE. 
Twenty-four floats a few days ago had nominated for 
the Procession. 
Asian show in June 
will be biggest ever 
THE largest International concert ever to be held in Aus-
tralia has been planned for Saturday, June 27, in the Festival 
Hall, Brisbane. 
yndonesians 
:: well liked 
Organised by the Overseas 
Students' Association, the con-
cert will be a highlight of 
Centenary Celebratlon.s. 
Named "The Festival of 
Nations," the concert will be 
a combination of folic dances 
and songs from Asia and thc 
Pacific. 
Principal artiste will be 
members of the various Euro-
pean groups in Brisbane. 
Two sessions are planned 
for the concert. 
The first is to cater only j 
All union functions 
till end of term 
Friday, May ], Commem. 
Ball, Cloudland; Saturday, 
May 2, Overseas Stds. Social, 
Vic. Park; Geographical Socy., 
Square Dance, St. Lucla; Fri-
day, May 8, Aust. Rules Foot-
ball Club, Social, Vic. Park; 
Saturday, May 9, Fencing 
Club Social, George St.; Boat 
Club Dance, Vic. Park; Fri-
fo.-'schoirchildl^n'^and";;;^ j^«J'. ^'^l '''JlT'^J'^'fa 
second for members of the ^1",; .^?'^ ' f ^"'^^^y',^^^^ ^^ • 
n,,i,ii» Softball and Baseball Social, 
"iJ"-;=::-.-^:^^-^.r=-^..----^'Vic. Park; Wednesday, May 
• • • • • • • l i i K i i a 120, Football Club Dance, Vic. 
Park; Thursday, May 21, Hoc-
I key Club Social, Vlc. Park; 
Friday, May 22, Engineers' 
Dance, Vic. Park; Saturday, 
May 23, Newman Society 
Dance, Vic. Park; Thursday, 
June 14, Dramatic Society 
Play, St. Lucia; Friday, June 
15, Dramatic Society Play, St. 
Lucia; Saturday, June 16, Arts 
Cabaret. 
:400 Are: 
: : j Selling i 
I'T'ODAY, Semiier iiopes to" 
••*- raise £2000 by selllngH 
a this Issue. • 
' Forty thousand copies* 
• are being .sold today all" 
•over BrlsbaTic by 400 Uiil-, 
Jversity students. • 
[| Proceeds of the Issue will I 
•go to the Union College' 
•Building Appeal. I 
By Siisau Priestly 
Queensland Univer-
^stty students got the 
1; goodwill of six ener-
jlgetic and keen students 
;;from Indonesia this 
;;week. 
t was impressed by these;' 
students' serious approach to;i 
their tour and its purpose. I 
I; From Law, Medicine aridi! 
I; Agricultural Science facul-1| 
;;ties, they told me with ai; 
:;gent(e smile that fheir four; 
;|(a vacation, in our books) 
;iwas "more important than 
I study." 
s 
'. 
' I 
' 1 
' i 
' l 
1 
', 
• , 
Sang for 
hheir hosts 
< ' • 
'I 
I . 
;; students 
( liked the way these six ; 
''[ • Sang for thoir hosts when | 
* •" party in their honor ^ 
Don't be Late! 
IF YOUR SENIOR PASS WAS WE.\K 
OR OBTAINED YEARS AGO 
• OR IF FOR ANY OTHER REASON YOU WANT 
COACHING 
in 
MATHS, PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY, 
ZOOLOGY 
in 
lapsed 
• Ran their guides off their 
'1 
'. 
I. 
Vaccinations 
Tuesday, May 5, Herston, 
1 p.m.; Wed., May 6, Vet. 
School, H a.m.; George St., 
I pjn.; Turbot St., 4 p.m.; St. 
Lucla, Thurs., May 7, 1 p.m.; 
Fri., May 8, ,1 p.m. 
feet in their eagerness to 
see and learn. 
i | * Established warm sympa-
thies for their people and 
personalities. 
!| But friendship n e v e r ; 
J builds up by merely scratch-; 
ing the surface. The time 
is ripe for more confer-
ences. 
i Then d i f f e r e n c e s of 
;; opinion, so carefully avoided 
' th is time, may be discussed 
openly and intelligently. 
WE M U S T C E M E N T ; 
THESE FIRST CONTACTS 
SEE US mwt 
THE 
HUBBARD ACADEMY 
62 CHARLOTTE ST., BRISBANE 
2 8200 2 8200 2 8200 
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Quarterly is "a star" 
—latest issue suits all tastes 
By GLEN WILLIAMS 
THE latest number of Quadrant, the Australian literary quarterly, wiil undoubtedly do much to 
further enhance the reputation it has built up during 
the last two years. The editor, James McAuley, has 
given the reader an opportunity to satisfy his desires 
no matter what his tastes. 
Probahly the l"l. and certainly the mat proVocoliiie, article 
tomes from young Melbourne Umccnily leetiirer, poet, onJ literary 
critic, yincent Buckley. ("Utopianiim and Vital'nm in Auilralian 
Literature"). 
"Is there an Australian tra- ' accept the point here made 
dition—the real, central tradi- by Buckley would raise their 
QUADRANT, No. 1 0 . Autumn, 1959. An 
Australian literary quarterly. Hahtead 
Press. Price 4/-. 
tlon of our literature? And if 
so, what Is it?" 
Such is his opening. Buck-
ley does not say that there is 
no such tradition, but what 
he does say Is that It ia a 
somewhat fruitless task to 
seek a "tradition"—in the first 
voice in protest against his 
classification of the two in-
fluences on Auslralian poetry. 
"The two chief lines of in-
fluence seem to me to be a 
kind of Utopian humanism or 
insistence on the souls' radical 
innocence, and a kind of 
place what do we mean when ' vitalism, or insistence on re-
we speak of a literary tradi- lea.5ing the basic powers of 
tion? i"^c-" 
This does not involve him • 
in the acceptance of literary ^ HpHE remainder Of the 
scepticism—it, in effect, only [ 1 article examines Aus-
means a change in emphasis, ^^.^jj^j^ l i terature on the 
SO I would like to jet-tison this word, to 
say that it is que.stion-
begging and inaccurate, 
and to talk about lines ol 
Influence." 
basis of these two influ-
ences. 
Using many quotations and 
extracts he pre.sents a formid-
able case for his proposition. 
Here, at last, I feel, is an ap-
proach to Australian literary 
Many people prepared to , Iheory devoid of the emotion-
alism characteristic of other 
theorists. 
It will be interesting to see 
how this article Is received by 
some of the critics of Auslra-
lian Literature who glorify 
Furfy, and judge literary 
works according as to how 
they treat the "man down 
under." 
Professor Manning Clark 
has contributed an article 
which will undoubtedly raise 
a storni of controversy 
("Mcnolgue by a Man in 
Black"). 
IT deals with the Aus-tralian External Af-
fairs Department par-
ticularly during the 
Evatt period — of course 
no names are mentioned. 
The main fault with the 
article is that Its purpose is 
not evident. 
There is the constant inter-
mingling of fact and satire so 
that the reader is often un-
' certain whether to accept a 
Ljoui* dSank 
at the 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND 
For the convenience of students, the Bank of New South Wales 
Agency at the Universily provides all up-to-date general and savings 
bankiin! services. 
particular statement as a 
point of fact as seen by the 
author, or as merely satirizing 
the beliefs of some members 
of the community. 
In dealing with such a sub-
ject clarity is important. 
There is enough confusion in 
Australia today on political 
subjects without Professor 
Manning Clark's contribution. 
Peter Hastings provides the 
reader with an interesting 
background to Boris Paster-
nak; "Vinny D'Cruz gives an 
insight Into Indian social 
problems; J. K. McCarthy, in 
I an article on a strike in 
Babaul some years ago, opens 
one's eyes to the dearth of 
rationalism in Australia's 
policy on New Guinea; and 
Hugh Atkinson and D'Arcy 
Niland have interesting short 
stories to tell. 
Gwen Kelly has an amusing 
article on the modern doc-
tor's treatment of back ail-
ments. The poems are a 
mixed bunch, with Charles 
Highams' probably the best. 
The book reviews are mostly 
of a high standard—the most 
Interesting being D. R. 
Homes' defence of Pringles* 
"The Australian Accent", 
MANY Australians, I feel, could benefit 
from a reading of this 
review. 
This issue of Quadrant 
shows that while some critics 
are prepared to hold it is only 
a "tiny gleam" in the field of 
j Australian literary publica-
tions, it is really "equal to a 
star." 
CIIEQL'K ACCOUNTS 
Among thc many ;id\ aniiigcs ofa cheque 
nccoiiiU arc thc time and trouble saved 
in nuiking payments, liie safety of paying 
by cheque rather than by cash, and the 
complete and periinmcnt record of pay-
ments provided by your cheque butts 
and bank sialenients. 
In addition, the following sen'iccs 
are available to ull general and savings 
bank customers;— 
Travel scrUcc. The "Wales" will 
plan and arrange your travel anywhere 
in thc world. 
Travetfcrs' cheqiie*- and leMcrs of 
credit provide the safest and most con-
venient means of travel linancc. 
Gift Cheques enable \oii to give thc 
mosl acceptahle gift — money — in an 
attractive form. DilVerenl cheques are 
available for weddings, birthdays, 
Christmas and general purposes. 
Sendinu money. You can send money 
quickly and easily by mail, air mail, 
telegram, or cable anywhere in the 
world (subject to e-vchangc control 
rcgulalionsj. 
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS 
Start saving now. Regular deposits, 
wilh interesl added, soon amount lo 
sizeable sums. Saving is a good habit 
and you will never regret il. 
Interest on savings accounts is paid 
yearly at curreni rate. At present, 
this is:— 
3% p.a. from £1 to £2000 
Deposits to your Savings Account 
may be made at any branch or agency. 
Withdrawals can be made at the 
branch or agency where the account is 
kept at any time, and may be made at 
any other branch or agency, if previously 
arranged. 
You may authorize payment of divi-
dends, bond interest etc., direct to your 
account. 
LOCATION AND HOURS 
The Agency is located in the Admini« 
stration Centre of thc University al 
St. Lucia. 
HOURS: Moiidaj-s, Wednesdays 
and Fridays 1 p.m. lo 3 v.ra. 
Consult and use 
BANK OF 
NEW SOUTH WALES 
QUEENSLAND'S FIRST BANK 
General and savings banking 
(iNcnitroiiMtn I N NBW suvnt WAUS wmi LIHIIEO LiAULmr) 
5am was 
greaf in 
conceft 
W: 
(By a Mental Escapee) 
R. WONDERFUL" 
hit Brisbane, and 
we will never be the same 
again. 
We have seen showmen, 
some of them with fantastic 
followings, but rarely are 
Brisbane's modern minded 
multitudes graced with a per-
sonage as great as Sammy 
Davis Junior. 
His showmanship is his act. 
Lacking nothing in talent, his 
bubbling personality polishes 
the casing of a first rate per-
former. 
His voice is flexible. When 
used "straight" it can start 
the toes tapping or twinge 
tears from the eyes. 
His genuine approach and 
no "soft soap" patter click 
like gears in the box office 
pockets of our gentry. 
This genuine attitude 
echoed throughout his per-
foimances on Tuesday and 
Wednesday nights. 
With exhibitionism taking a 
way-back seat on the Festi-
val HaU stage, Sammy Davis 
set out to keep hJs audience 
happy for one and a half 
hours. 
With a steady smattering of. 
his pops like "Old Black 
Magic" and "Birth of tbo 
Blues", together with brilliant 
dancing and drumming solos 
Bnd exciting vibraphoning he 
could have kept the audience 
happy for 24 hours. 
BOOKS TWO PAGES OF REVIEWS 
"Meani'm's" tover a beatnik nlghf mare 
RIDICULE IS BEST 
WEAPON BIG as a book, well bound, and garishly 
covered, 1959's first issue 
of MEANJIN incorporates 
diverse material of un-
equal excellence. 
The best things in the is-
sue are both English, by 
Victor Purcell. In the first of 
these, "Satire and the Estab-
lishment," he finds in English 
Society a loosely allied power-
ful and self-perpetuating 
group, controlling the means 
of expression in their own in-
terests. 
But this is done within the 
normal machinery of British 
society. A visitor, he asserts, 
"would find that the Estab-
lishment had set up so many 
checks and safeguards of it-
self that it was only within 
the privilege of Parliament 
that freedom of speech 
existed, and there it was 
never exercised." 
'^MEANJIN 1959,1 
[No. 1 Melbourne 
':> University Press. 
i: Price 10/-. 
He cites various names, e.g. 
Nancy Mitford. Christopher 
Hollis, Arnold Toysbee, Billy 
Graham as the established 
leaders of English thought, 
as against others, ostensibly 
tolerated (e.g. Bertrand Rus-
sell, E. M. Forster and the 
Shaw Society) yet not ap-
proved by the Establishment. 
It is difficult to assess these 
angry - young - manly views 
from this distance across the 
sea. 
But one may note the dan-
ger that in objectifying a 
series of individual injustices 
or irritations in such a gene-
ral term of abuse as "the Es-
tablishment", the critic sup-
ports his every future carp 
with a pre-constructed emo-
tion of some magnitude. 
SUCH a process has already Invested the term "Wel-
fare State" e.g., with the sense 
of "having caused all modern 
problems." 
PurceU concludes that the 
most effective weapon against 
the Establishment is satire 
Then, in the article "Soynbee 
in Elysium" he exemplifies 
his conclusion under the 
pseudonym of Myra Buttle 
(who wrote "The Sweeniad" 
satirising T. S. Eliot\ in a 
fragment from his new satire 
I on the historian. 
; Thc two short stories in this 
i.ssue, Thc Salmon by E. A. 
; Gollachewsky and little-
feller Working by Donald R. 
Stuart are rather diffuse in 
organisation; the former is 
redeemed by occasional power 
of description. 
Vincent Buckley, fast be-
coming the most prolific 
young critical contributor in 
the Aiustralian literary maga-
zine field, suggests in "To-
wards an Australian Litera-
ture" that our literature is 
not yet autonomous, that the 
whole of its development has 
taken place under the shadow 
of the English Romantic 
Movement. 
HPHERE !•> sach a plethora 
•*- of verse in this issue 
that it is difficult to get its 
various merits in focus. 
But, on the whole. A. D. 
Hope's two pieces Captain 
Carter's Farewell (reminiscent 
of Donna's love poetry) and 
Agony Column show up in re-
freshing clarity of Image and 
meaning against much that is 
turgidly Thomassy and grimly, 
almost vigorously, inscrutable. 
—D.O'N. 
JOHN COPLEY 
F.B.O.A. (lions.) 
Optometrist 
Old Town Hall Arca<lc 
r.8 QUEEN STREET, BRISBANE 
OPEN FRIDAY EVENINGS 
Phone 2 3952 or 181350 
ENSEIGNER A LIRE, TELLE SERAIT 
LA SEULE ET LA VERITABLE FIN 
D'UN ENSEIGNEMENT BIEN EN-
TENDU; QUE LE LECTEUR SACHE, 
LIRE ET TOUT EST SAUVE.—Peguy. 
At Barker's you will find critical 
works and commentaries on all the 
authors to be studied in the French 
course, also plays, poetry, biography 
and cheap editions of modern 
French novels. 
If we have not the book you need, 
we shall order It from France at your 
request. 
BARKER'S BOOK STORE 
196 EDWARD STREET 
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TREE THEATRE PLAY WAS 
BRISK, FORTHRIGHT 
BY RUTH JOWETT 
CET as it is in the King of Navarres Park, "Love's 
Labour's Lost' proved ideal for last week's production in 
the Tree Theatre, St. Lucia. 
Mucti preparation had gone into the set, and 
the artificial hedges of palm fronds were most 
effective. 
The most remarkable per- reminiscent of Robert New-
forinances were given by tlie ; ton's portrayal of Pistol in thc 
• comic characters with my film "Henry V." 
; "Oscar" for the evening go Dr. Vallis as the constabi?. 
ing to Vernon Cornish for hts Dull, turned in a convinclns! 
delightful portrayal of Don performance of this gross and 
more than slightly repulsive ' vincin;,, 
comic character, | John Aiidriano de Arinado. At all times easily audible. 
Rev. Cornish gave to his part 
that same "fantastical" air 
Unintellii^abillty ciue to the 
over hasty rendition of lines 
cost Lon Ball Costard the loss 
of many laughs. 
The principals of the play 
were, on the whole, less aud-
ible, and generally less con-
Conservatorlum is 
'Stifling " Progress 
Delahunty's King 
He was ably supported by ; lacked conviction as he tend-
hls page, Math, played by ed to elocute rather than 
Beverly Chadwlck, who.se i speak his lines, 
singing was charmingly pure ^ Meg. Rorke's mature por-
trayal of Rosaline was the and tuneful 
The antithesis to this char- strongest of the royal women's 
acter, the Schoolmaster and characterizations "thoueh all 
the Curate played by Bruce • were pleasing if at times 
Knox and Tony Glad, was de-
lightfully witty. 
BY BRUCE WILSON 
IT was with pleasure that I .saw that the '^ University of New England has arranged 
for a series of lectures on jazz as part of their | 
adult education scheme. 
Bill, il Was nol nnlh pleasure ihal I heard lhe ridiculous 
and, ii'c hope, ihoiightlcss Hoards of the dircdor of Qiiccits-
land Coincrvaloriiim of Music, Dr. W. Loveloclf. 
He said that he would not 1 daze for so long that, by the 
have jazz in the Conserva- time they read Seniper any 
torium because, and I quote,! new releases will be old any-
"I am a musician, not a dance ' way, I will look at some jazz 
hall 'wallah'." (Whatever a ; recordings that have been on 
"wallah" may be.) I tlie market for a while. 
•slightly inaudible. 
,,, .„ „ Miss Hanger's production 
yiiUI Buhot as Boyct and was lively and forthright pro-
Joan Lyndon as the slovenly | viding an evening, of con-
Jaquenetta also provided con- siderable entertainment, 
siderable comic interest. | —D..T.iH. 
SCRIPTS ARE MORE ORIGINAL 
DARYL Douglas up a tree in a scene 
from last week's Tree Thea t re production of 
"Love's Labour Lost." 
This, and other similar j Firstly, in the Traditional 
statements reveal that, while field, here is a rare word of 
he may be a musician, he is a • defence for the Plrehouse 
"wallah" of the first order. : Five. Their album, "The Fire-
It is amazing that an other- • house Five Plus Two," is a 
wise rational man could speak {classic example of the extro-
thus. These statements, and , vert qualities of white-man's 
others he has |j^ ,j|,nMiii.io^ imiMmiflmim^^  Traditional jazz. 
ignorant for a for one, have 
man in his position, or is not f never been able to under-
a musician at all, but merely • 
a man who has mastered an 
instrument or two. 
Dr. Lovelock's words indi-
cate that he thinks him'A" <i 
far superior muslclart to a 
jazz-man. I not only doubt 
this statement, but I declare 
it to be untrue. 
It is - certain that if Dr. 
Lovelock was a better music- i 
HOW WASTE 
WAS MY 
i LAND . . ? 
\ My name (you may believe \ 
il), is Porlhri'hislle, 
''Edilor of a scholarly but 
unacclaimcd thesis ^ 
!;0/i primitive dance steps'\ 
ainon§ thc Ugu[l(u Crip 
pies, 
:\A tribe (you did 
l(iw)v ?) of schizophreiiic 
. monl(eys. 
i Fanie tvas scarcelv ntp por-i 
^ lion ' ^ 
i; 
not':, 
i 
I And 1 nxis conlenl in my 
11 small apartment 
\ In the greal boarding house 
of Human Kiwn<lcdsc. 
Helman was the brightest light 
in Scoop's shining constellation 
AS "Scoop U , " this year's intimate revue, sang, danced, and wise 
!; cracked its way through a four-night St, Lucia season last fortnight, two note 
worthy points emerged;— 
Firstly, in John Helman, the intimate revuers 
have a valuable acquisition of professional stand-
ard, and secondly, that University revue is growing 
up, I poor aspect of the revue—and 
Scoop is succeeding com-1 ents, and "Night Beat," , that was the choreography, or 
stand why so much critical 
cabbage is thrown at them. 
A doll who's pretty hard to 
go past in the jazz-singing 
lield Is Sarah Vaughn. Some 
of her albums have more jazz 
in them than Benny Good-
man could pack into 25 years 
of playing. The latest one I i 
heard is "Sarah Vaughn a t . I |,(/cii/ fo the 
ian than many good jazz-men Mister Kelly's", in which, witii ( seiisibililv '• 
S ' i " i n ' ' t h ? ' j o ' b T n ^ ''''' '^"°- '''' ""''' ^"«'' ''''^'' ii Donm the corridor of my ^ 
Kas "^^ ^'^'^ "Honeysuckle Rose";;; dull totne 
that I've heard. In particular, ; : ; ^„J b^scd his bloody epl<: 
I like her pianist, unnamed on ? „„ „,„ 
the album, but almost sure to 
be John Malachl. 
IN fact, I challenge Dr. Lovelock to prove to 
me that he is a better 
trained musician than 
any well-knovi^ n trained 
jazz-men. 
It is both pitiful and an-
noying to me, and to all other 
jazz fans, whose intelligence 
he has so ridiculously 
slighted, that a man in Dr. 
Lovelock's position holds this 
decadent and antique opinion. 
It is a shame that Queens-
land music rests in the hands 
of such peoiJle—people who 
are stifling any real progress 
But Mr. 
me, 
Eticot called on 
\ Attd despite nij) polite re-
co'il. 
Ale at my prosaic board, 
Picl(cd his sensitive teeth 
beneath my lotv ceilins,', 
• ' •' loi7c( of hi:<\\ 
on me, 
'i\ The introverted pcdanl. 
^r#Nr»#.»^»#^^^#s*sr#^.,#s»^^r^.»^^»^ 
mendably in its attempts for 
originiility in .scripts, thc per-
ennial bugbear of the Rialto 
Revue. 
Appreciative audiences were 
though not exactly original in j rather the lack of It. But then, 
concept, was well handled by a band consisting of a pianist, 
Jan Kenny and Travis Lyn- '• a drummer and two bongo 
dcnnieyer. men, also has its problems. 
Joan Lyndon fin sporadic Whatever tlie production's 
Quick to find and applaud bursts) was the most .success-; faults, thev were fortunately 
Helnian's wide range of comic ; ful comedienne; J e n n y j outweighed bv its obvious 
abilities, both as an actor and ; Maruff, tliough decorative, merits. This revue, proudly 
a .scrip'writer. | perhaps lac-ked a little of the ' boasting (witli a side glance 
So. as could be expected,! ijre her face suggested might at the Rialto i to be the "all-
Helman and Tony Skoien, an- be fortJicoming;' Ruth Jowctt University" revue, has in two 
other performer of consider- was both good and indilTer- j years created a new Univer-
able talent as a light coined- • ent; Dennis Douglas proved sity tradition, 
ian, wrote and acted the an entertaining villain; and | Even without the "interniis-
Mikc Bryce was a congenial' sional advantages" (to coin a 
compere. 'phra.se> of sucii a ITVUO, it is 
There was only one really ; assured of continuing s«cce.s,s. B 
IMPROVISATION IS THE s^^-' 
TF it can be determined at all, • | V ' T 7 \ / T F / ' / ^ T ) T ^ ' "^ 
•*- the future of jazz lies with- J \ . J j j X W V y l x L ' J a 
in the province of the musician. 
revue's most .successful .songs 
and skctclics. 
UT it could not fairly be 
.said that these two held ! 
all the reins; several others,, 
including Jan Kenny, Joan j 
Lyndon, Brian Pascoe, Dennis | 
Douglas, and Rulli Jowett, 
provided able assistance—al-1 
tliough adiniltedly in a some-: 
whal patchy manner. 
Nfore than one-third of the ' 
show's 13 acts were first-class. 
and two or three others, while • 
well-inteiuioned. sulTcred a 
process. 
producers and 
actors will know the, 
ea.sons for this fault, but to ' 
a member of the audience., 
under-rehearsal, under-de 
.'Another very important factor will be the audience. The veloped dialogue, and doubt- j 
present trend seems to be in the direction of a listening ! fm acting ability appeared to 
audience. 
Naturally the developments 
of the recording industry has 
had a major part to play in 
this development. However, 
whether a musician is playing 
The full incongruity of Dr. to a live audience or to an 
Lovelock's views is revealed audience on record, he must 
by the fact that the lectures 
In New England are to be 
given by Robert Bouglien, who 
used to teach piano at the 
Conservatorlum — the place 
jazz will never enter. 
Forgive me If I am canting 
like a leading article In the 
popular Press, but I hope that 
Dr. Lovelock sees this article 
because I know that the,;e 
opinions are not unique to me. 
And now', for the first lime 
this year, I will give some 
reviews of records. 
Since, this, is Commem. and 
everyone will be in such a 
be aware of tiieir likes and 
dislikes in order to preserve 
his economic as well as artis-
tic well-being. 
Let us see If there is any-
thing concrete likely to hap-
pen to the music Itself. By 
this I don't mean what new 
schools are likely to arise be-
cause this is probably going to 
remain with the musicians 
and their public. 
What I do mean Is—What 
are we going to witness In the 
way of changes In the form 
and harmppic structuie of 
Jazz? Up to the present, most 
tunes whicii jazzmen play 
have been written In 12, 16 or 
32-bar form. 
There have been quite a 
few exceptions, one of the 
more notable being "Lady is a 
Tramp" which is almost the 
theme soag of modei'n jazz-
men and which contains 48 
bars. 
There have been attcinpls 
to write jazz down, as a sym-
phonic work thnt is, departing 
from the usual forms and 
without leaving pa,ssages open 
for improvisation as In a 
swing arrangement. 
One of these was written by 
George Gershwin ("Rhapsody 
In Blue") and, as far as a jazz 
work goes, was a failure. "The 
key word seems to be "Impro-
.visation." 
_TROG. 
be contributing factors 
Probably the most out-
standing acts were "The Aca-
demic Kock 'n' Boii," Acts 2 
and 3 of "The Merchant of: 
Venice," "The Perils of Angel-1 
Ine Anstruthcr," and (the! 
most generally poinilar) "De- ; 
clinc and Pall of thc Gr.ind ( 
Old Game." \ 
"The Perils of Angelinc An-
struthcr." in retrospect, may I 
be found to have been Scoop's ! 
most valuable sketch. Written 
by Skoien as a traditional 
melodrama, with audience 
boos, cheers, hl-sscs, and ap-
plause, It dramatically suc-
ceeded in creating the in-
timate atmo-sphere. 
It Is an Idea which should 
be developed In future Uni-
versity intimate revues. 
Jbn Thomas' original 
"Blues" number revealed tal-
Via & r 
T^^ • Amagailne ^ ^ ^ 
of interest 
lo everirbody 
from jr-v 
the | | jl 
^ H I G H B R O W to the 
\\ LOWBROW 
"Via" is the most widely read magazine in ttie University. 
"V ia " is published six limes a year fay the UNIVERSITV OF QUEENS-
LAND NEWMAN SOCIETY. Subscribe now and be sure of your next 
copy of "V ia" . 
ANNUAL SVBSCRIPTION ONLY 5/-
Fill ill ftiriii licion- ami sciul lo: 
" V i a " " V i j " , 
Box 1878 W, G.P.b.. BRISBANE »J ,J | , - ^J - " 'V , , ' ; , t : " "SR.X ,5? : 
r i e i n e llnil riU'loncd UH my J ItEVT ICCIIC "l':,»< 
tubucrlptioii lu Via for yrarn. J l^tAl l U U t l i a 
<,i.,.,u.i Sub..-./-) t for details of £tOO 
Ityinrs'; ' SHORT STORY 
Z":^;;/:;:;::::;::;:::;;:::::::::;:::; COMPETITION. 
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".. / Live Like an Evil 
Minded Monk Myself...'' 
BY IAN WALTON 
Q,AUNGER writes about neurotic people. His language has some-
times the same appeal as the scribblings on lavatory tcalls. 
How have these liqnettes of abnormality earned him a high place i ,. , ,. . • • 
, , . o ; idea to outline what one may expect to find tn it. 
among to-days writers.'^ 
N a wr i t oc r loar lw ir, t p r c p cpntPnrp«; ' R ^ ' ^ ' " « ^°tal >"'''5o'" '^°» °^i in a word I Intend to deal;curs when D.G.G. records are 
t i e w r i t e s Ciear ly , in Terse s e n r e n c e b . 13 ^j^^ human position is | with iiiu.slc — music in any being discussed is the short 
Even in t h e l i m i t e d a n d o b s c e n e v o c a b u l a r y contained in the following ex- form, recorded or live: classl-1 playing time on each record 
promising pupil. 
Tbe worst that being an 
My chief concern will be 
cln.s.sica] music but I Intend 
of his peculiar conversational jargon, his '^"'^ ^^  f'"'" ^ J^«"'^ '^ '-'^  °"'>"^">-J""'° '^^ °'='^ '"'"''"• 
style is direct and imaginative. He chooses 
and places his words well. He rarely de-
generates into slickness. 
artist could do to you would 1 willing about whatever takes 
Gghi'piiffe^ m 
Jazz Club presents Bernstein disc to Cramsoe, 
"Creation" record in 
library 
to the University Gramophone 
Society. 
This was Leonard Bern-
stein's explanation of the 
nature of Jnzss. This world 
renowned conductor has pre-
sented on one 12' microgroove 
a thoughtful (one might al-
fltted comfortably on two 12" most say scholarly) desserta-
dLscs Instead of three. The set tlon accompanied by musical 
By John Atherton Young 
A5 this column of mine is to become a regular feature of Semper this year it might be an 
side. 
If Phillips bad been press-
ing this work it would liave 
my fancy at the moment. 
I was listening last week to is housed in an excellent box 
be that it would make you 
slightly unhappy constantly. ^ _ _ 
Hi.s most typical si tuations involves a cen t r a l ; Oowever. this is not a tragic ^^  i-ecord of "The Creation" by witii a well produced booklet 
Character who Hnds rulfilment t h ^ v ^ the s y m - j - ^ X ^ - ^ 
pa the t ic unders tanding of a n o t h e i - p e i s o n - a lovet j ^ " «»^^J^«'-^j«|o ^^ J^ "^ ^ was^.^, ,^ ,^,, M,..,,,etch con-1 Those interesten can hear 
a chance acquaintance, an elder brother . ! fJl^^^^JZ't m" Zfl^I ducting froni the harpslcord, • this work as it is available m 
Curious relationships emerge, haviour is often immature 
between children and adults, and masochistic. In much of 
When the friend Is lost, the his work no criterion of 
central character Is baffled by ' maturity is presented 
consider that factor, iii fact formance is superlative 
I beg you. It is quite preg 
nant with meaning." 
boy who.su elder brother un-
derstood liini. 
These people, thrown into 
an imperfect and un-sympa-
thctic world exhibit psycho-
pathic reactions. Tlieir be-
Salinger Emotions 
THE Salinger hero himself is forced into evasion refusal, flight from reality, insanity, suicide. 
"No matter how coolly or Their respective evaluations 
sensiblv or gracefully 1 might of tlie human situation repre-
onc day learn to live my life, sent thc two poles of 
I would always at best be a Salinger's point of view: love, 
visitor in a garden of enamel and squalor, 
urinals nnd bedpans, with a Sergeant X, shell-shocked, 
.sightless, wooden dummy- incapable of concentration 
deity .slandhiK by in a finds on the flyleaf of a book 
mnrkcd-down rupt ure-truss." the words "Dear God, life is 
Only two of the principal hell." 
figures in the collection en-' Beneath It he records 
tilled "For Esine—with love Dostoievski's definition of hell 
and squalor" escape with their 1 as the suffering of being un-
.sanity intact—Sergeant X. the , able to love. An equation is 
hero of the title-story: and. thus established in three 
Dc Daumior-Smith. hero of. terms: life, hell, and the suf-
"Dc Daumier-Smith's Blue fering of being unable to love, 
Pfriod." ' in the sense. I think, of sym-
; - - - I pntlietic contact witli another 
human beinp. 
I The Sergeant becomes con-
fident that he can return to 
sanity only when he receives 
I a letter from Esme. a pedan-
tic, precocious, thirteen-year-
I old girl, endowed with the 
gil^ t of .sympathy. 
De Dauniler-Sniith is the 
assumed name under which a 
I promising 19-year-old artist 
I leaches in a corresijondence 
, art school. To obtain the 
• position, he has deceived his 
thc lack of sympathy he f"-^  „ „„„ , r ,NAT AV 
counters among ordinary , F J n i rodtv fa cinatcs'him i t° "^e Avenue Victor Hugo, 
peoiile. EmoUonallv unpre-. piecocn> la.scinaics ami. 1 
pared for the .stresses of T h c distinction between 
living, he is apt to break, to : maturity and immaturity be-
collapse. lo commit suicide. '• comes blurred, or disappears. 
A victim of shell-.shock or, The neuroses of an immature 
^* war neurosis talking to a'«du)t «re .muciicd only by 
little girl on a crowded beach; i "lose of a precocious child. 
a modern and more self-' No informing principle 
conscious Clunlcs Bovary; a directs the cushioned, am-
chikl consoled bv a sympalhe- bitionless lives of his heroes. 
tic mollier for something These lonely, sensitive, disil-
thoughtlo.ss thc cook .said; a lusioned beings inhabit an in-
complete world. Tlielr very 
existence is a nostalgia. 
Reality becomes an afflic-
tion, a liorror, with neither 
meaning, nor unity, nor pos-
.sibic perfection. 
^ ^ % S ^ ^ T ^ : e r r ' ' ' V i r ' T ' ' ' ' ' r ' ^ r ^ - " - Gramophone Society 
street for the fist time ^il^v f'fX'.^lZllVl^.^^^^^^^^^ 
a long iimcss, and I was feel- "f/^^ iSZf'^'^^^^.Z' I 
illustrations on 
nature of Jazz.. 
the appeal 
Teach respect 
All jzaz lovers will know 
this record already but 1 tan-
\not recommend it toostrongyy 
: „ , . , : ^ ^ d S ^ ^ ? ^ w S ^ ^ l l S ^ ^ i ; ^ ' ^ - c ' HOI- . T S and devoted grc^ip of j . 
L:'^  •=';!:!' o ' u i f A v l L T i n " H L ^ Kim Borg <Bass), has been niet and .set m mo 
I to those music lovers who as 
About two months ago a i yet know nothing of this liv-
jazz lovers I in^ and imporlant branch of 
which is a street In Paris," I ^^'«"«ble/or some lime. It is Jo form 
bumped into a chap wilhout: "^^ ^ '^'^ l^y known cum, 
otion plaas 
University Jazz 
any nose, I ask you lo please' This is a pity since the per 
•" • • t h e 
This has now been recog-
nized by the Union and the 
only criticism I have to offer, club celebrated its establish^ 
and one which frequently oc-1 ment by presenting » record 
Commonwealth 
Denial Supply 
Coy. Ply. Lid. 
City Bl(!^s.. Edward St. 
((ipp. Holliuclls) 
LE.VDINO 
SUPPLIERS OF 
DENT.VL 
STUDENTS' 
HEQUIREMENTS 
Advirc givf>n oti location.t 
father, his emiJloyer, and his 
pupils. 
Deliberate deception and 
conscious insincerity aie 
! Ivplcal marks of a Salinger 
hero. When confronted with 
/nr Pr/,^#;.„ P. J ', tile out.sidc world lic tetrcats 
for I rtictirc I iirchmt. «/ j , , , ^ pj.p„p,^  ..po^en or wrlt-
/ rttrlico.s, Lncituis, etc. ', ten. This retreat, too, is 
»:***vw*\\*v*vv\\w\*\*v*v i typical of the Salinger world. 
BOOKS 
W. RAMSAY 
(Qld.) Pty. Ltd. 
INSTRUMENTS 
Surgical 
276 WATER STREET, VALLEY 
L4«80 . L 488(1 
STUDENT ACCOUNTS OPENED 
BOOKS AVAILABLE for U yonr Suidentg and 
onwiirds for lhe vurioii.« fuciiltics — Mrdloiue, 
Donlislry, Vcloriiiary S«"iciif«>. 
We coriluilly invite you lo lii.'iiiect Our Shourooins. 
'•S^orfjT/, no dof§s aNowed!'* 
art. 
Even if it docs not make 
the uninitiated a jazz lover 
it will serve to teach him to 
respect those who are, as he 
does his fellows who enjoy 
classical music. 
Although a trifle late I feel 
that congratulations should 
be offered to Hugh Brandon 
for his excellent performance 
of Bach's Matthew Passion 
Just before Easter. 
Restoring the tradition of 
an annual performance of this 
work at the Creek Street 
Presbyterian Church after a 
year's break the Church 
choir, supplemented by chil-
dren from St. Peter's Lutheran 
College, performed well. 
Soloisls good 
The soloists were good ex-
cept for the evangelist who just did not have the range 
required. 
The choice of organ stops 
showed good taste but the 
actual accompaniment was 
poorly executed—poor pedal 
work, too much staccato in 
the triplet passages of the 
arias and bad timing were 
the most o b j e c t i o n a b l e 
f-eahires of the organist's in-
tei^etatlon. 
They were not so marked, 
however, as to detract from 
the overall excellence of the 
performance which is cer-
tainly the best one I have 
heard in Brisbane. I look 
forward with pleasure to the 
proposed performance of 
i Brahm's German Requiem by 
Mr. Brandon and this choir 
later in the yeai'. 
Film Society plans screening 
of more high standard pictures 
T AST year saw the birth of a n }w Film Society, which was re-
sponsible for the screening of many first-class films, ranging 
from early silent to late cinemascope productions. 
'Although hampered by the lack of 35 m.m. equip- 9^'^°'. ^° y°" connoisseurs, 
ment, a sufficiently wide range of films was shown, 
which justified the sociely's claims that il was a cultural 
force to be reckoned wilh. 
In support of this, 
the society points to 
"The Gorici Trilogy", "On 
the Waterfront" and 
"Arsenic and Old Lace," 
which set a standard 
that is hard to maintain. 
The sllents Included "Birth 
of a Nation." "October," the 
brilliant documentary "Man 
of Aran" and many others. 
In following this tradition, 
the 1959 committee has met 
many difficulties, chief of 
which has been a lack of films 
of this high standard. 
However, on widening the 
horizons, the Society has 
booked "Cnmllle" (Garbo), 
"Night at the Opera" (Marx 
Bros.), "Othello," "Death 
of a Salesman" and others 
which will bring back the 
great actors — Garbo, Bogart, 
Donat, Hepburn, Brando and 
company. 
All of these will constitute 
the Monday B.9 - LIO p.m. 
screenings. 
The evening screenlnga for 
1959 will start with "Battle-
ship Potemkin," and iwlll be 
followed by silent and pre-
war films, dosed perhaps with 
Chaplin, Valentino and more 
contact with the keep In 
Society, 
Remember t h e regular 
screening date — Monday at 
LIO In BJS. 
FOR .IDVICE OR 
SERVICE ON 
LIFE ASSURANCE 
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"YOUR VERY OWN 
Proud sequel to the best-smelling classics, "Queensland: Daughter of the Son" and 'Try Ooomph in the Tropics!" 
This is a publication sponsored by the Sentimentary Committee For Ramming - Down - Their - Bloody - Throats How 
^^^— DEDICATION 
To: -
• Adam, Eve and their multitudinous 
progeny, including most particularly 
the race of German barbarians from 
whom there sprang in the course of 
history the House of Kings of which 
George III was the (quite mad) repre-
sentative on the English throne in 
1770. Continued Page 2, Supplement 
INSIDE SiMPER'S 
IRraTJARmjURE 
• 21 sf Century Veracity, 2059 
• Moreton Bay Figleaf, 1859 
• The Sunday Fail, 1959 , . 
1893 FLOOD: "Yup, this is Queen Street. I can tell by the zebras crossing." 
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YOUR CRUD Gont. 
(Continued from Page 7) 
And even more particularly 
9 The right-hand overseas man of George 
I I I Globetrotting Captain James Cook, 
founder of Cook's tours. 
0 And with still in-
creasing particularity, 
the entire convict popu-
lation of early Moreton 
Bay, Mr. Frank Nicklin 
and the staff of the Ox-
ford Press. I 
FOREWORD: ' 
There are many pcople f 
whom H Is .-ippropriatc wc 
should menlitm at this point. 
We would acknowledge a 
gical debt of f;ratilude to: 
Mr. C. .1. Md'hcrson for not 
offering us any .siiKye l^ion:; 
concernini; tliis work; i 
Mr. John ("Sunshinr") 
Oxlcv, I witliout Whose early ; xiTLK; 
cxplornlion of the .subject this! |a,i(i. 
book would nol have been so; DE|)J(^',\ 'I'IOX 
FORKWOKD 
Mr, 
bxley down Coronation Drive 
from his Memorial to the 
public library of the same 
name, and thus Rave litera-
ture its l)is: liead-.slarl in 
iillra-eulturcd Queensland. 
Thanks arc also due lo the 
followiiiM who wish niiidrr-
siaiidably; lo remain anony-
mous: 
• The Luton (Marehing) 
Girls Choir. 
• The Queensland Nut. 
• Bernard El.sey. 
• The Man in the Grey 
Flannel Centenary Banana. 
• The few people who are 
still reading this monstrous 
catalogue, 
• Their fricnd.s and fami-
lies, OUR friends and families. 
• Anybody who can p,cl us 
a copy of "Lolita" cheap, and 
SABKIN.A: 
I DRIVER'S QUOTE! 
I OF THE YEAR j 
["One drink CLnd\ 
[ you're Pearced" j 
TABLE OF 
CONTENTS: 
liistory of Quccns-
facl-filled and salisfyins'. 
The unnamed aborlRiiial 
Kcntlcman who chased TABLE o r CONTENT-S (tliisi 
INTKODUCTION (later) 
Chapter 1.—rKE-GLORYI 
Chapter 2.—GLORY! 
Chapter 3.-.MOKE GLORY! 
Chapter 4.-T0UHLSM! 
fNTRODUCTION: 
This small work makes no 
prcteiue of completeness. It 
• Thc Qld. Temperance j^ „„( „„ exhaustive treal-
Lcapue iwho scnl us oianj-e ,„ent «f the subject in any 
juice in larKcr {|uantities. ^ensc. 
when we threatened to throw gut it does claim lo have 
n groe party on the royalties seized on the inahi points; 
of this work). and it will have served its 
• IMrs. Black's siv Rros i humble purpose well If it re-
shop (Which sent us thc gro;;! Inforces the established 
"Looks like as good a place as any to build a City Hall, I guess" 
when we Ihrcalened to reporl 
them to the Qld. Temperance 
League!, 
• The Centenary Marchinj; 
Girls I lor scarcely any rea-
son*, 
• Nino Culolta. 
• Georsc Adaniski (the big 
fibber >, 
Q'ueensland Centenarians view 
of the Queensland Centenary: 
Quccniiand was, is, and 
ever will be, a state with a 
wonderful future. (WHEE 
. . . BANANAS!) 
Chapter 1. — PIIE-GLORV! 
Queensland and New South 
Wales were all mixed together. 
Chapter 2.—GLORY! 
In 1859 they were .<rep.ira(ed 
at last, and Queensland got 
thc best part, including: the 
I sun (and the bananas). 
Chapter 3.—MORE GLORY! 
In 1958 Helen Wood mar-
, ried Ashley Cooper. 
I Chapter 4.—TOURISM! 
This book was written in 
; 1,959, in Quccn.sland, l» nl-
Iract tourists to our wunncr-
ful, wunncrful State with its 
'• girls, sunshine, health (and 
I BANANAS!) 
Should Auld Acquaintance...? 
An extract from the Editorial of the Moreton Bay Courier of January 1, 1859, 
reads:—"A Happy New Year!" 
•\ltul nuiy 11159 he lhe 
pniiule.'il of (/."J brother.i—the 
Year of Sciiiiriilion, nherc. 
from ive ahnll time our ait' 
mini festive iliiy. jubilees niul 
loiiteiiiiries, in the birth of n 
niillon! 
\ ", . . , Tlie pftst year was | appointed if 1859 deceives us: 
I great in promises that thi? j as 'hope deferred maketh the 
' next March of Time would heart sick.'" 
give us Separation. We- have A Happy New Year — and 
looked for the time so long • Separation from Sydney Mis-
that we shall be greatly dis- i management! 
Cenf enary 
"Queensland Police are to be congratulated on their strict adherence to the rules at all times.,." 
DON'T READ THIS 
UNLESS YOU ARE OVER 3 I 
YOU SIMPLY MUST SEE 
ALEXABRINA • 
The Darling of the Antipodes, with 
her Centenary Show, more startling 
than the Richardson Report, in 
• / / 
"FEARIESS" FRANK NICKLIH, in PINE-
APPLE POLL, with tlie Tiieatre Ballet. 
VINCE GAIR, with liii Bull-kowsiti act, 
and Ihe Caucus Ipljts. 
KENHY MORRIS'S spicy Morrij dance, 
and Tourist Troubadoun. 
SIR SMITH: See his abk Maypole frolic. 
"BIG JOE" BUROWSKI and his death-
defying tIghtrope-tango. 
"REGGIE" GROOM, world's leading 
fire-eater. See his partable fireside! 
BOOK NOW 
MOB THEATRE BOREDVILL 
/tu tIm Xeu>s nl tlte Colony, and ihe Suburbs. Publixbed Friday, ihe First ol May. 19.79. 
REWARD! 
WHEREAS It has been 
broug;hi to my Notice that a 
Certain RnfTian, glorying in 
the pseudonym of "Daring 
Dave", has succeeded under 
Cover of Xijrilt and with the 
aid of a Depraved half-
caste Servant, in abducting 
my younger daughter, jMabel, 
for what purpose unknown— 
I can but conjecture— 
NOW I hereby promise a 
Reward of my Elder daughter 
Dracula, to any Person or 
aborigine who congratulates 
or caus?s to be given Three 
Cheers for either the afore-
said "Daring Dave" or the 
Abettin" half-caste. 
—Sir George (Dad) Bowen, 
(First Citizen of the Colony). 
NEW COLONIAL 
CURE-ALL 
DR. ZHIVAGO'S SOVE-
REIGN REMEDY is thc Most 
Efficacious — Specific for the 
Followins afflictions:— 
• Ague. 
• Blotches 
• Bukowsklsm. 
• Cirrhosis of the Knee. 
• Constipation of the Scalp. 
• Consternation of the Groin. 
• Devilry and Delivery. 
• Dropsy of the Centenary 
Pineapple. 
• Erysipelas of the Menzies 
(Grabbing Motion is a Symp-
tom!. 
• Fits of Moreton Bay Colonial-
ism, 
• Gair Governments. 
• Indianapolis newt (a recent 
Import, alleged to have been 
carried to the Colony by Lola 
Montez). 
• Venerable Afflictions. 
It acts most energetically on 
thc Glandular and Absorbent 
System, the Upper Rumina-
tory Tract and the Ductile 
Gear-changer, purifying the 
blood and Imparting Vigour 
in almost Bestial Abundance. 
— Obtainable from the 
Manufacturer at his Gunyah 
Hut adjacent to the Botanical 
Gardens on the Corner of 
George and Alice Streets 
(near the bog). 
Colonial Ladies 
NEED Hickory 
It is a Wetl-Known 
Fact in the Colony that 
Ladies over the Tender 
Age of Twelve Years 
need Hickory. 
Recommended in his In-
fancy by India's Mahatma 
Gandhi (a Foreigner), Hic-
kory affords Colonial Ladies 
with Comfort as well as 
Cushlness. 
Hickory's newest Creations 
for Brisbane's Belles come in 
several Con%'cnlent Moulds. 
They Include the Tomato 
Catch-up (an Ameri(m.n in-
vention), the Up And Out (a 
French - foreign - design) 
and the Bosotn of the World 
(named In honour of Miss 
Mae West, 3, of Arkansas). 
Each of these Delightful 
Creations are now available at 
Leading Ladies' Stores in the 
Colony of Brisbane, 
Awful Oral Consumption 
of Terrible Irish Traitor 
A drunken Irish traitor who uttered Treasonable Sentinnents 
outside Mrs. Black's Genteel Public House (next to Mrs. Black's 
private house) at high noon yesterday, was later Orally Consumed 
(eaten) by an English Gentleman. 
Swaying uiidcr t h e 
stimulant effect of Alco-
holic Fumes, he allowed 
a number of Outrageous 
Assertions to escape his 
lips. These included thc 
following Enormities: 
—That Lord Alfred Tenny-
son is no true poet, but a 
mere lackey of the Imperialist 
Tyrants. 
—That England never will 
be free and that, further, Ire-
land was a nation when Eng-
land was a pup, and that Ire-
land will be a nation when 
England's gone to Krupp (a 
Foreigner). 
—That his (the Irishman's) 
father was NOT a convict. 
—That a Prominent Mem-
ber of the British aristocracy, 
although revered throughout 
thc Vast Empire. Is the Ille-
gitimate Son of a renegade j 
Dublin garbageman! | 
These and similar Egregious 
Ribaldries were not calculated 
to appeal to the ears of Mr. 
N. Carter. 
This Gentleman, visibly t 
agitated and shaking under j 
the force of Great Emotion, | 
drew from his waistcoat poc- • 
ket a large Union Jack and. \ 
using the same in the manner I 
ot a length of whipcord, he i 
(patriotically strangulated thc 
: protesting Irishman. 
A large crowd of abori-
gines soon appeared on thc 
scene, and, after a Brief 
Interlude during which Mr. 
N. Carter sang a chorus 
of "Rule Britannia!" ate the 
black Irish traitor's Body 
with some relish. 
Thus an incident which be-
gan so forebodingly was 
brought to a Happy Con-
clusion, tending further to ad-
vance the Prestige of the Em-
pire and cementing the strong 
Bonds of Friendship between 
slaves (us) and their master 
(Mighty England). 
British Governor 
COMING! 
(Aide-de-Camp 
breathing hard) 
A new British Governor 
in the Old Tradition is ex-
pected to arrive on the 
S.S. FLAILING from Lon-
don, any day now, with 
his Aide-de-Camp breath-
ing hard on his heels in 
the Tom Thumb. 
It is understood tlie Gover-
nor, Sir Dudley Dudley, is 
uiTompanied by his wife. 
Lady Might, their runaway 
(lauftlilcr, Lizzie, and her 
bosom companion, an Ameri-
can lady called Butch, 
other goods and shatels ex-
pected on the Flailing in-
clude: 
Aardvark Oil in tin tubs; 
Curds; Danes, (Great); El-
derly couple; Glops, Goons 
and Gumboots; Illegitimate 
shildren of Dukes; Jansenism; 
Keel of the S. S. Flailing; and 
Lord Knows What Not Else. 
A strong rumour persists In 
the Colony that a Stowaway 
aboard the Flailing Is the 
noted British Poet and Play* 
Wright, Oscar Wilde. 
He Is said to have concealed 
himself In a barrel . . . 
Assaults on 
Our Milk 
Frightening News has just 
reached this ofDce: Mr. 
Ixiuis Pasteur (a Foreigner) 
is endeavouring to foist 
upon the World his Subver-
sive Attitude to the Treat-
ment of Milk. 
The Radical and Dangerous 
Nature of these teacliJngs ad-
vocates the heating to a great 
temperature of the milk, be-
fore consumption. 
This, besides being Ex-
tremely Unhealthy, could ruin 
the Colony's thriving Dairy 
Industry. 
TOWN PLAN 
Sewerage within a 100 years! 
The Populace Colony of Brisbane is to have a 
Town Plan. Also, it is hoped, complete sewerage 
will be available for all of Queen's Lane, and Ladies' 
Restdentials at Albert and Margaret Streets, within 
a 100 years. 
Retched and we now await 
only Sydney's approval. 
The days of Chaotic, Indis-
criminate Development have 
'fled this town Forever. 
Now the Locations of Topo-
It is even whispered along 
the river banks that outer 
suburbs, too, inight have 
full flush amenities by 1930. 
This Felicitous News barely 
reached the Figleaf In Decent „ "V:w,j„;,rPiVr..iAiVioiin will"be 
Time for inc.asion in this, ^ - ^ - f ^ S ^ ^ ^ ^ 
•'^"^- • can erect such Public Edifices 
However, the Deliberation ', as City Hells and Post Oflices, 
of the Town Council has been \ choosing sites that have Ap-
lengthy—as is fitting—on this I piopriate Foundations of 
Matter of Utmost Importance. Rock, and shunning such Un-
But the decision to Compile ! promising Sites as Swamps 
the Plan has joyfully been ' and Creeks. 
Dreadful Sydney 
Does It Again 
Something horrible has happened to Mr. J. 
Farquah Strurt, fhe Latest Victim of Sydney's scur-
rilous scourge, of Inefficiency 
This gentleman, some 
Considerable Time ago. 
dispatched to the Repre-
sentative of an Estab-
lished Steam - engine 
Manufacturer the follow-
ing order for Several 
Steam engines as de-
scribed hereunder:— 
lO-horscpower High Pres-
sure horizontal Steam-engine, 
stationary, with boiler com-
plete. 
8-horsepowcr ditto, ditto, 
horizontal, ditto, with iron 
wheels. 
One ditto lO-horscpower 
Double Cylinder, ditto ditto; 
6-horsepower, ditto, ditto, 
ditto, ditto. 
However, on March 9, Mr. 
Strurt, having received Re-
ports that Crated Goods were 
awaiting his In.spection at the 
Wharf of Messrs. Byrnes, 
Phillips and Oates, hurried to 
the said premises and found 
he had been consigned the 
f o l l o w i n g Extraordinary 
Items: 
• Numerous toe-nail clip-
pings. 
• KIght - handed Free-
wheeling Reverse-Spro-
hct, Split-Casing Cyclone 
Indicators. 
• A Hickory bra (with a 
Congratulatory Card). 
• Seven self-opening Um-
brellas. 
This high-handed Treat-
ment by the Incompctettt 
Minions of a Corrupt Govern-
ment is the cau.'jc of much 
Righteous Ill-feeling among 
thc Colonials and thc time 
must come when the long-
awaited Separation will Take 
Place. 
Ignominious 
Disgrace By 
Diminutive 
Canine Pup 
A small Canine Beast 
disgraced himself most 
ignominiously this morn-
ing on the Left Boot of 
an inoffensive member of 
the INIoreton Bay Pioneer 
Constabulary Troop. 
Dishevelled, and recking 
with rather more than per-
spiration, thc constable ap-
prehended thc Culprit, a 
sullen pomcranlan of ap-
proximately three years and 
six months. 
Fetching him back to the 
Municipal Watch-House at a 
brisk dog-trot, the constable 
thereupon laid the Following 
Charges: 
1. Creating a Public Puddle. 
2. Distracting a freshly-
bathed Police Officer. 
3. Disrupting peak-hour Bul-
lock Teams, Sheep Flocks, and 
Motorised Rickshaws, in thickly-
wooded Queen's Lane, 
4. Originating a Criminal 
Odour. 
5. Assaulting a I'olice Officer, 
and Resisting Arrest. 
6. Indecent Barking. 
7. Increasing thc Flood Risks 
to the surrounding Mud Flats. 
8. Disrespect to Queen Vic-
toria. 
"Watered down" 
During thc hearing of this 
Case, thc plaintiff. Con-
stable Ertah Post, said: "I 
would not have minded bul 
there were Numerous Trees 
and aborigines present at 
thc time of the offences, 
that the Beast could have 
used instead." 
A Large Body of Evidence 
was tendered that the canine 
showed "Distinctly Separa-
tionist Tendencies," 
Tlie Magistrate concluded 
that the charges could have 
been Watered Down. 
The Poodle was sentenced 
to Hard Labour on Mr. 
Pobblefoore's Irrigation In-
vestigation farm at Jerryfall. 
High Water at Cunning-
ham's Gap will be at tlie 
Mercy of tlie Gods, 
Kongoroo-blood 
PILLS 
DR. STRL'RTFFARP'S 
KANG.4R00 - B L O O D 
j PILLS. Relieve Li.stlcss-
ness. Add bounce to every 
j ounce.' Rising' E n e r g y 
' from every Bloody Pill I 
TO THE PUBLIC 
L O U I S GROGGEN-
STEIN INFORMS thc 
Public that after Much 
Labour and Expense he 
has succeeded in his 
Life's Work. 
Namely, fo manufaclure 
from lhe Colonial rineapple 
I and other .Aromatic and Pat-
! riolic ingredients a most 
, RECHERCHE and DELICIE-
I USE CH.VMP.XGXE of thc 
true Nalional Type, wholly 
unalloyed by Foreign Insinua-
tions and any other Diver's 
Dilutions, 
Lord Swiltsars-Gobbi, thc 
famous Sussex Soak to whom 
the manufactcr dispatched 
samples of the Beverage 
writes back (o thc Colony. .. 
"The Wine certainly has a 
Distinctive Tang, no doubt 
traceable to its Novel Consti-
tuents; likewise its eflect ou 
the taster seems to me Unique 
among Present Champagnes. 
I felt the rapid and not 
Wholly Unpleasing Sensation 
of a Division of the Skull into 
two parts . , ." 
This Beverage h.is long been 
a Favourlle Tipple among the 
More Experienced drinkers of 
the Spring Hill district, where 
so many of the colony's social 
leaders Flourisli and Sparkle 
in Concert. 
It ix recommended by the 
Faculty and the Pastoral In-
dustry as a Wholesome Puri-
fier of the Mucou.s System 
and a Sliniulant of' thc 
Nerves. 
Sold from the Indigenous 
Champiigiie Manufactory. 
Moreton Bay (next to the 
swamp) al such Keasonalile 
Prires as to be within the 
reach of fhe poorest Orphan 
Child. 
RELIEF 
Situations 
Eased in 
Pile Street 
SANDGATE, Wed. ~ 
Wltll the Installation of 
Sewerage Into Pile Street 
many house-dwellers in 
Pile Street will be Re-
lieved. 
It win be remembered, 
however, that the last tim" 
a Similar Relief was afforded 
residents hi Queen's Lane thai 
many Loud Repercussions fol-
lowed. 
Such occurrences tlils llnir 
should not therefore, lead to 
a Town Panic that .America 
has opened fire nn thc Colony. 
"THE SILENT 
FRIEND" 
A Medical Work on the 
PHYSICAL EXH,Ai:STION 
and DECAY of the FRAME 
from the EFFECTS of IN-
DISCRIMINATE EXCESSES 
In Eating, Drinking, Sleeping, 
ETCETERA. 
Written By an Authentic 
Practitioner of the Medical 
Art. 
READER!READER! 
GOOD NEWS! GOOD NEWS! 
Long Red Underpants I 
Long Red Underpants ? ? 
Long Red Underpants ! I ! 
Available al the White 
Genllemm's Wear Em-
porium ill Albert Lane 
(ue\l to the duck pond). 
Trick Your Fiancee ! 
MULTI-FACETIOUS 
DOUBLE " ^ 
PHUT 
DIEMONDS 
WALLAHS 
BUYSHOD 
Ring Rorts Square, 
Brisbane 
PINEAPPLE 
BITES 
PREMIER 
S e e g o r y s t o r y 
ins ide , P. 90. 
LAST SUNDAYS NIT CIRCULATION—100 (Centenary issue). 
The Sunday Fail 
WEATHER Noo 
POORCOST ^ „ ^ ' ! ! " ' , 
Mainly morning before H r ^ * / 71/T -i -//^r-/^?'^' 
r^»«„,e':'"'DrV'TThc-r:^  Brisbane^ may L 1959 P^. 
inei , Otherwijc, otharwise. y ^ ^ Qu 
Printed and published 
Semper Centenary 
y £ s d (none) , o{ 
Quccn<vland. 
PRICELESS 
(Sewerage extra) 
% YOU may think life's a jobe, but we tell you now - I 
It's a 
This Royal tourist will be walking backwards fo 
SHOCKING THINGS 
HAPPEN 
A PRINCE 
All the sharks aren't on the land 
SUFFERERS' P A R A D I S E . - A n uninvited guest 
caused a dramatic furore yesterday at the Suf-
ferers' Paradise beach reception for Princess M e l i -
sanda of Ghent. 
The '*gatecrasher"f . . . a 14ft. tiger shark, bit the 
Princess in hnlf. 
But a doctor on the-beach, aided by ail the King's horses and all 
the king's men, was able to put the Princess together again. 
Only snag: Because of protocol, the doctor had to sew Melisanda togetht 
without looting at her. 
He said: "Regrettably, I sewed her up back to front. However, it shouldn 
take her long to get used to walking backwards." 
Princess Melisanda's surprise visit began yesterday morning. She drove f 
Sufferers' Paradise in a 1923 Ford, drawn by four life-savers. 
Oli^  so gracious 
Tlie menace of 
the ffien in blue 
AN exclusive interview wilti a stodgy bodgie. 
Police must be stamped out with the utmost ruth-
lessness, the Commissioner of Bodgies (Mr. Saivatore 
Baccaloni) said last night. 
speaking in the office of his Spring Hill 
HQ, Mr. Baccaloni said: 
HORRIBLE carnage which 
fol lowed brutal food riots at 
the Exhibit ion Grounds yes-
terday, after the " m e n in 
b l u e " were involved in 
"c lean u p " operations. 
" T h e G h e n t G i r l " s t o p p e d g r a c i o u s l y a t 
s h o o k h a n d s a l l r o u n d w i t b t h e l o b s t e r s b e f o r e 
lelujah I'm a Rum-tum," 
the Princess entered the 
water. 
She asked to be sprayed 
with sun oil at the beach, 
but as there was none 
there accepted a pound of 
"for cooking purposes only" 
margarine. 
A life-saver anointed her 
from head tb toe with this. 
While a n out-of-tune 
jazz band blared "Hal-
She tiptoed out until just 
the regal top of her head 
was showing. 
Then came tense drama. 
A shark—specially im-
ported from the Caribbean 
by the Sufferers' Paradise 
Public Relations Office to 
flueeii Sti^t horfiiM 
THE MOST 
AMAZING 
iSTORY YOUi 
iHAVE NEVER! 
READ. . . i 
HEADLESS d a r t s 
champion, Mr . A l f red 
Gwipe, said yesterday: 
" I th ink I am a march-
ing g i r l . " 
N i n e t y thousand 
marching girls and 
one pipe band are 
leading a protest dele-
gation to the Centen-
ary Women's Daugh-
ters of the Revolution 
Progress League. 
Mr. Gwipe, wearing 
cardboard epaulettes 
and a pteated, white 
kilt, was last seen 
leavinR- the Marching 
Girls' Lags Hotel, with 
a 53-year-old laljourer. 
* And now, the sen-
sation you've all been 
waiting for . . . an 
actual photograph of a 
headless darts cham-
pion . . . 
"We have tieen keep-
ing an eye on the 'boys 
in blue' for some time, 
but their l a t e s t 
escapades call for the 
full rigors of o u r 
wrath. 
"Only the other night 
three respected bodgies 
stood back to back and 
battled for half an hour 
with 200 enraged policemen 
at the Exhibition Ground. 
"Their clothes were 
torn, and they were 
badly bruised. 
"We have reason to be-
lieve that many of these 
policemen were armed, 
Mr. Baccaloni said his 
bodgie units had instituted 
a system of mobile patrols 
to check on poliqe activi-
ties, particularly at week-
ends. 
"Some members of our 
patrols have b e e n 
molested," he said. 
"Some of these molest-
ing policemen stop our 
boys in the street and 
criticise their appear-
ance and clothes, using 
rough language. 
' W e Kiio^vliini* 
"They have several 
leaders, but the main ring-
leader is a particular fel-
low. We have our eye on 
him." 
(§> 
Mr. Baccollni warned 
that police were to bc 
found in most suburbs of 
PUDDLES 
A G A I N ! 
Y o u lucky dogs . 
Guaranteed F u d d l e s 
prizemoney starts again at 
4000 aardvark bones • for 
the umpteenth round of 
our big 1959 (Centenary 
Year) game. 
Dog-lovers, these bones 
could go to YOUR dog. 
Last week the prize-
winning conditions were 
NOT filled. 
This week they ' have 
been reduced 8 x 6 x 4 
cubic feet. 
All you need fs the right 
poodle in the right mood. 
Each entry will cost you 
the affection'of your dog. 
Put in as many Great 
Danes as you like. 
Handicap conditions for 
Pekinese—see page 97. 
B A T O N S c r u n c h o n h e l p l e s s b o d g i e h e a d s d u r i n g y e s t e r d a y ' s f o o d 
r i o t s i n Q u e e n S t r e e t . , . T h e d e a t h t o l l c a n n o t y e t b e e s t i m a t e d , b u t 
t h c B l o o d B a n k r e p o r t e d t h a t i t c o l l e c t e d 1038 d o n a t i o n s f r o m c i t y 
g u t t e r s . 
T H A T SILLY OLD RITE OF 
W A Y SOLVED 
• Brisbane. 
' Actual photograph 
I headless darts champ ion . ! 
I : 
l i 
• 
I 
• 
o f J 
T h i s is i t . . . Br isbane 's R igh taway Rule 
o f t h e road has been c l a r i f i e d f i n a l l y , u t t e r l y , 
^ and f o r a l l t i m e (a t last?) 
••You eet thi>; tvne in ^^ i '^^^ Metropolitan Traf- , This in no way indicates, 
bin cmef" he said i fic Superintendent ( I n - | however, that Pioneer 
oib ciiies, ne saia. , j.ppj,jQj. Retch» announced ! bu.se,s from the east have 
"In Brisbane, thc chief i the changes la.st night , prior rights over western-
centres are George Street i from his hospital bed, originating rickshaws, 
and Petrie Terrace. These; where he was taken after The inspector declined 
types hang around there 
I at all hours of the day 
1 and night. 
Hid steantrolBer 
in iiis t l i roat 
SYDNEY.—^An u n m a r r i e d s p i n s t e r w a s 
s k e w e r e d t o d e a t h b y a s t e a m r o l l e r a f t e r a 
B i l l y G r a h a m m e e t i n g l a s t n i g h t . 
She Uf a s Miss 
Nam b i Panrort, 
97, of the Variety 
Chorus, T i V o li 
Theatre. 
A C a n b e r r a g a r a g e -
m a n , Mr . R o b e r t 
G o r d o n M e n z i e s , t o l d 
police he saw the 
woman just before the 
meeting began. 
He .'aid a spotted bul! 
v->>: Tipping her by the 
throat. 
'I thought something 
was wrong." Menzies said. 
Police say no-one saw what 
happened after that. 
They said " one theory 
was that the bull con-
cealed both Miss Panrort 
and the steamroller In 
his mouth until the 
crowd left. 
A street walker found the 
dead woman's body at 10.30 
half an hour after Billy 
packed up and headed for 
the Copacabana. A doctor 
later pronounced her life 
extinct, whirh Is a pretty 
funny vvay to pronounce 
j life. 
yesterday's collision at a 
South Brisbane intersec-
tion. 
These are the main 
points:— 
• Council buses, semi-
trailers, trucks over five 
tons, and Boeing 707 
jets will have the right-
of-way, no matter which 
side they are on. 
• Any pedestrians walking 
across a main road be-
tween 8 a.m. and 6 p.m. 
will be arrested for Jay-
walking. 
Inspector Retch also 
outlined new rules for 
simultaneous arrival at 
an intersection. 
A bad head' 
Cars approaching from 
the north must give way 
to cars from the south; but 
south - western vehicles 
must give north-eastern 
cars precedence, while 
nor'-nor'-east. conveyances 
(motor scooters only) have 
the right to attempt • a 
cro-ssing. 
to say what it did indi-
cate. "The accident gave 
me a bad head," he said. 
"This new set of regula-
tions should clear- up any 
latent ambiguities." 
He added: "Well have to 
find a different set of rules 
for the one-way streets, of 
course . . ." 
Lightning 
hit THREE 
Queensland University 
lightning warthogs today 
ran lightning riots in Can-
berra. 
In a lightning series of 
lightning incidents, they— 
• ATE (in a flash) all 
Liberal members of the 
House of Representatives. 
• READ banned best-
seller "Lolita" in a light-
ning swoop. 
• IMPERSONATED Dr. 
Billy Graham and support-
ers and secured 10,679 con-
versions in a door to door 
campaign. 
How the new r ight away rule would work at the W o o l -
loongabba Jiveway . . . in each case, the car on thc r ight 
has the r ight of way. Unless it 's not a car, but a dis-
guised rickshaw. 
Are YOU our 1959 
Centenffry Queen? 
Free entry— and big prizes — 
. 1 .1 l - l I I • • r 
the gen . . . . 
F i s h o ' s f o r l u n c h , a n d 
l e a v i n g f o r t h e b e a c h . 
add "tropical colour"— be 
gan to chase the Princes 
Tasi iv m o r s e l 
The crowd of 5000 on t i 
beach rapidly began to e; 
change bets as to whethi 
'the Princess would reac 
the beach before the shai 
reached her. 
Large - denominatioi 
notes unrc M C^II Ir 
i-l>:iiii;(-. hnnfls. iwiii oiKIr 
or up to 10 to 1 were lalc 
on the Princess. 
However, t h e cro^ 
sportingly cheered t h 
shark when it reacht 
Melisanda 5ft. from tl 
shore. 
B l u e l i l o o d 
It bit her in half, ju 
above her gracious 19 i 
waist. 
Two life-savers — wl 
asked to remain ui 
named because of possib 
reprisal by republicans • 
lifted the two halves of tt 
Princess from the wati 
and carried them reve: 
ently to the Surf Club. 
The crowd was hushet 
as they noticed the Prin 
cess's blood was indee< 
very blue. 
Dr, J. Mclnytire, 
Broadbeach, assisted 1 
pipes and drums of tl 
Queen's Own Camer< 
Highlanders, gave first ai 
and sewed the Royal halv 
together. 
JL€»vclr, l ove l ; 
As the Princess wi 
placed in a waiting ambi 
lance, she told reporters; 
"It is with great pleasu 
that I am leaving th 
lovely part of a great Stal 
I can assure all of you th 
I will never forget th 
warmth of Sufferers' ho 
pitality." 
The member for tl 
South Coast iMr. Spavii 
said last night: 
"This was more thai 
we had ever hoped for ii 
our wildest dreams, Th 
Princess has really pu 
Sufferers' on thc map. 
•'Wc are building a 100: 
gold-plated shark tow( 
whicli will be called tl 
Princess Melisanda Looi 
out. 
"And a new motel to 1 
opened next month w 
have a pool featuring tl 
verj' shark that made tl 
Princess's Visit so not 
worthy." 
; MAN SWALLOWS 
; BOMB-See 
I Insides 
J Also, with your 
\ Sunday Fail 
j t oday— 
I 
I No adverfising! 
INO news! I 
I No anything! 
[Juliet Jones! 
21 ST. CCMTURY 
VERACITY 
Flash! 
A.D. 2059 
FRIDAY, 
MAY 1 
Flash! 
THUNDERUP 
ABOVE 
. . . rumbling 
down below BRMSBANE is to be the 
Earth terminus for the first outer''Spacious 
interplanetary sewer. 
This was announced to-day 
hy Lord Mayor Groom Y to a 
packed meeting of moony-
shipal counsilliers, 
"Many earfh-creafures," said the 
Mayor, "fhink it hypocrifical for us 
fo sponsor this scheme when 
Moorooka, Belmont and Mt. 
Gravatt earth-creatures still 
lack the local facilities. 
But Brisbane has always 
hitched its night-cart to a star, 
and some notions have to 
come before others. Excuse 
me for a moment will you?..." 
More to come 
Tfie sewer, which will 
rise fittingly from the 
old site of Festival Hall, 
is planned to arch high 
into the sun-
tanned pine-
apple - sprayed Queensland 
sky. 
"This is only the 
first o-f many cultural 
exchanges planned 
for bi - centenary 
year," Mr, Groom V 
said. 
Asked for commeiit, Mno-
rnoka, nelmnnl and Ml. 
Cravalt residents lold "Vera-
city": 
"Wc remain unmoved." 
I 
OUTER SPACE 
ABOVE is to-day's pic-
ture of Nercus 11, the 
latest solar star to be 
discovered. Taken through 
m. Cool-tha's new 900-
Inch telescope, it shows 
the vivid blacks and 
purples of the arsterold's 
10-mlle deep craters. 
Next Week : The Case af ihe Missit^g Paradise 
MARS, Friday: Shocking New Astra-aliens 
blasted off from here today bound for Brisbane, 
Australia, Earth. 
(Astra is the Latin word Sor 
stars. Hence the appropriate plirase 
£or these Space fiends: New Astra-
aliens.) 
Shocking facfs concerning the activities of 
these Martians were revealed in Brisbane, Aus-
tralia, Earth, when Spaceship XOS unloaded a heap 
of guts from Space at Veracity's city office at zero 
two hundred hours today. 
'Chief among the expected horrors to arrive 
here tomorrow is Freddie ("The Creep") Frenzy, 
Flight Commander Stick ("Guts") Bradford told 
Veracity. 
Bradford said Frenzy had a "shocking" reputa-
tion on Mars. 
"He's ruined Mars completely," he gasped to 
Veracity's reporter, Dirt Lancaster. "—And Pa's, 
too," he added. 
Bradford listed Frenzy's oflences on Mars in a hushed 
voice. 
(Veracity only prints these ghastly goings-on 
for the edification of its 21st Century readers, 
who, like us, will be sliocked to leam that these 
New Astra-alien are still being allowed 
into Brisbane, Australia, Earth, 100 years after 
Veracity first started to stink about It.) 
In less than one millionth of a Light Year, 
Bradford said, Frenzy had: 
• Criminally assaulted a sixleggcd Martian 
socialite. ("No mean feet.") 
• Kidiikpped an entire team of t;\%hi-\tssei. 
Martian marching girls. ("To use for 
(Shudder.'l sWttles . . .") 
• Peddled pomoifraphlc pictures from an 
ancient edition of Gray's Anatomy. 
• Eluded escape by blasting his way 
through Space by a vile method. 
Bradford said Frenzy, who was arrested in 
a Martian espresso coffe shop last week, will 
definiely arrive in to-morrow's emigration 
Spaceship, PFPFT. 
"Keep the children away from the landing 
site when lie leaves the ship," Bradford whis-
pered. "He's been deported for obvious reasons. 
Veracity now asks its readers: HOW 
LONG MUST TIIIS SHOCK-
ING THING BE? 
Surely now, in 2059, the 
time has come to rid Australia 
(and Earth) of these ghastly 
immigrants who contiiiiue to 
infiltrate and putrify our pre-
cious atmosphere? 
It's up to you! 
[Nothing here\ 
[yesterday , . .j 
J ZAGREB, — N o t h l n g i 
J liappened in Zagreb today, J 
I either. S 
J ZAGREB.—Something is* 
I bound to happen in Zagreb J 
1 tomorrow. | 
J ZAGREB. — Something J 
I. . . is . . . happening here > 
I . . . now. BUT I DON'T I 
' ECNOW WHAT XT. IS. • 
I HELL! ! 
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Hit in teetli for 
State pride 
A VIOLENT incident almost marred a Gundoo organ-
ized ''Back-to-Bearded-Bat-and-Bair' cricket match at the 
Woolloongabba oval yesterday. 
The incident occurred when a New South Welshman, having 
tricked his way into one of the allegedly pure Queensland teams, 
hurled a cricket ball viciously through the open mouth and back 
of the neck of a batting Queenslander. 
"What particularly annoyed me," he said after the incident was tlie way the fool 
yelled out: 'Queensland, yabl' every lime lie hit the ball." 
The Queenslander died soon after the incident, surrounded by a special display of 
koala bears, kangaroos, bananas, pineapples, Queensland nuts and other primary produce: 
this was hastily erected around the dying man at the request of the Gundoo authorities. 
"It's what he would have wanted," explained the Gundoo committee spokesman with 
ft bright smile. 
Owing to the widespread destruction of large areas of his mouth the dying Queens-
lander was not able to commeni on the incident. 
But, when given paper and pencil, lie wrote llint lie had one reaucst: to hear a choiiis 
marching girls t^^S'T^": '^ •'-
Tooth-brush 
of centenary 
sing Clyde Collins's lovely top 
40 song "The Sunshine State." 
His request w a s hastily 
granted and Uie large crowd 
was deeply moved when, ju.sl 
a.s the marching girls had 
reached the lines "It's a 
friend-ly warm sun-ny par-a-
dise . . ."" the cricketer gave one 
last sputter of joy and died. 
Asked for comment, tlie New 
South Welshman said: 
"TH.<iT got onto the hit 
pa-ades. THAT?" 
He left immediately after 
for New South Wales. 
t • YOUR STARS • I M e m b e r s b r a w l o v e r 
.p^/^; . '^^ .:;,•. .yi .'^•<Y*Y'VYVVS- \-'V V V ^ V V V \ 'V \-\ y *v VvV'v 'v Vv'V**- ' ^ T V • 
AntES 
I'oor Job Tour ttrart Soelnlir Home 
Vou wUl lo.sc Yoii will he JiltediDon'I plnn anyjYoiir mnrrlaBe 
yoitr Job, by R (inrk, haiKl-innrlles. Thry willjwill brenk up. 
some man. ;bc a totnl flop. 1 
TAimrs 
Yoa »•})! narroviIy.BfWBre of ilurk,(Tnkc things m.y) 
tnias being flrcd. hnrni.iome men. ithis week If >oii| 
|iIon"t wnnt to. 
I I'mRke n complele! 
I !jool of yourself. I 
GEMINI 
.'^ bnonnnl Week 
CANCER 
The boss will be You will hiive|You will have tol 
on your buck ttll|trouble with a be nice to cvery-
thls week. '»" <'ark mnn. |Onc in order lo. 
1 iget nnywherc. I 
LEO 
You will Ret pro-iA tall. dftrkjYou will liaveiYou nrc about to 
motion 0 V e r handsome mnn|your picture injlakc over n pnln-
somconc's head, will fall victim to the papers four lial mansion, 
your charm.s. Illmcs. I 
Some nasty ROS-
tip about you 
will be circulated 
by your best 
friend. 
vinoo 
You will meet a 
taU dark man 
who I.s not so 
handsome. 
You will dbcrncc 
your.<ivlf nl R 
parly. 
Your home will 
bc burned down. 
I 
I 
QUOTE OF 
I IHE WEEK 
I "The whitest 
I man ah evah noo 
was a Queens-
lander/' Arkan-
sas G o v e r n o r ! 
iFaubus said to-
day. 
i 
i.inRA 
A normal week. 
SHE LIVES 
HERE 
ITall 
veUiwomi 
sconrio 
Your taU dark h.jYou will click lYoti v.-lll set up 
You Kill changeman will be ri-,wlth your ncwjhouse in new 
your Job placed by a tall clique. surroiindlnus. 
bloml h. man. I I 
SAGITTAKirS 
uMi (lark h.lCerlain rcstric-[ 
You are a trave i o en will prove lions win he ap- You will leave 
ling salchman. 5'our downfall. Ipllcd to rue j'oiir home. 
\ I lile. I 
CArUICOItN 
Thc boss goes on Your laU dark h.[Tennis club nx-|Yoiir family Roes 
holidays friend ROCS onilures will be cRn-.on hoLs. ihl.s 
•holidays. celled. ;weck. 
AOl'AimiS 
You boss win teUBeware of borliiRjIlewnre of boriUK|\Vash yesterday's 
sovi to pull your, tall dark men. t. d. men. 
etc. 
rist'ES 
The promotlomThttt t. d. h. mntiiAt your blrllHlay 
you expected wlll'haii thouRhl bet-porly they will 
j{0 to someonc|ter of It. 'find out your attr. 
else, 
dlMics. 
Your dauphlcr 
wiU run oil with 
a eoclnllst. 
DOESN'T 
SABRINA HAS NOT BEEN KIDNAPPED! 
rivet sensation 
^ H E Minister for Labour, Industry, and Tourism (Hon. K. 
Horace) yesterday introduced a Bi(( fostering the bifur-
cated rivet industry, and other purposes. 
He said: "fliany people have no iilea of thc economic and social value of 
t he bifurcated rivet industry. 
"At pre.sent. the Industry is fyou linow about the North? 'this Bill to encoiirape lho 
operating under severe diffi-1 Mr. Horace: The hon. | bifurcated rivcl indiustry. 
culties and it is hoped that gentleman would be surprised. 
this Bill will improve matters , iLaughter.) 
considernbly. ' As I was savin-^ Qucen.sland 
• / " .""s„'^'?"t«;""';>' } ' : ' ' ' 't is a true paradise, from the 
is fl tniB that the l '^t^islatute . j^ ^^ j ,,opic\vonderland of the 
should do all in "s PO^cr to , „ j ^ ^j,^ ig.joj.s j^^n 
bolster up (hase mou.>^ lne.j: ^ , . ^^^^ Q^J^ coa.st. 
which biinK prosperuy and , jjj, ^^^^.^ f^ 
progress to the Slate. Queens-, J the thrivins. in-
land ha.s come a loim way tn>^ , commercial cen-
one hundred years. ....^ ', ,,,„ rr.,„, 
iLauKhter) I l s benches,/"^-^ °^  '^^ '^  ^ ' ' ' • 
pineapples, simsliine, police I Here is all man can wish 
and liquor laws nre unrivalled, for—peace, prosperity, plenty, 
_ , , , „ 1 .sunshine, bananas and pine-
Queensland may be Truly described ns a veritable para 
disc, sundreiiched as il is 
from the lush tropic wonder-
land of the Norlh. 
Mr. .Afhens: What would 
apples. 
Now, to .secure all these ad-
vantages, we must have free 
enterprise and that is why the 
Government is introducing 
Mr. MusRins (L -^ader of the 
Opposition—North Bulimba i: 
What thc Minister has said 
concerning the alleged plight 
of the bifurcated rivet indu.>i-
Iry is a li.ssue of inaccnracie.s, 
without the slightest ."^ hadow 
of .sub.stantialily, and even if 
il is true, it Is Uio industry's 
own fault. 
In this, Qucon.slands Cen-
tenary Year, wc mii.'^ l be pre-
pared lo take stock, to look 
back over thc years o! trial, 
tribiilalion and triumph and 
ask how a small and impov-
erished colony has become 
the prosperous and flourish-
ing State of Queensland. 
"Malicious, vicious, puerile" 
I 
fc'fc'fc^Wfcm*'*^ « « « ' % ^ * % « i « ^ ^ « ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
WHICH ACCENT 00 YOU PREFER t 
BAH, RAH. RAH, 
CENTENARY YAH! 
or 
YEAH, YEAH, YEAH, 
CENTENARY 
F we look iiroiiiid us 
ihc tinfailinjl efl'oi 
Without thc working man. i 
where would be all those ad- ' 
vantages mentioned by thc ^ 
Minister? l 
Where would be thc sun-
shine, the pineapples, thc • 
bananas, the golden bcachc;? ' 
Wheie would Ihe bifurcated ! 
rivet industry be? 
We do nol owe our pros-, 
perily and progress lo the big 
business affiliates of the Gov- j 
ernmcnt but to the ordinary | 
working man who even in this I 
glorious Cenleimry Year is | 
being ground down under the 
iron heel cf Toryism, bul once t 
, WO see that Queensland lias heen luiill liy 
ts of the hiiinhlc working man. 
again thc call of Labor will go ous and puerile canards ever 
out through the land and all displayed in this Hoii.se. 
men of good Will shnll re- such miserable invective 
spond. regardless of nil sec- indicates tiie depths fo which 
tarian antagonising and a once-great Party has sunk 
McCarthylte blandishmenls. | jn the Uvo years since the cx-
In the not fnr distant i pulsion of its best and mtist 
future Q'.ieensland will bc 
gavcrned by a truly demo-
cratic governmcni. led by true 
democrats, who will govern in 
the truly dcniocraiic spirit. 
That is why the Opposition 
is oppo.sing this Bill. 
Hon. C. V. Snare iMiddle-
suburbs): We have ju.st list-
ened tj a volley of the most 
superlatively malicious, vici-
clear-lhinkiim tncnibcr.s. 
Refer. Mr. Chairman, not to 
myself but to my colleague s^ 
who sit with me on these 
cross-benches. 
Cross-benili Lalinr Tarty 
Members: Henr, liinr! 
Mr. Snare: What do such 
men ns thc Leader of the Op-
position nnd his .'io-cnlled 
Parly know shrdlu loz psh -tl 
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GAY GUMPOO 
BALL "FIRE" 
BIZARRE costumes were t h e keynote of las l n ight ' s gayest Centenary Year function, t he 
Gumpoo Ball. 
The authentic Queensland 
country atmosphere was 
achieved by completely dis-
mantling Government House, 
site of the Ball, and shifting 
it to Gumdaie. 
Festive alcove groups joined 
merrily in feeding a huge 
Centenary bonfire with planks 
from the imposing Govern-
ment House shack. 
This provided the lighting. 
S'alii'fl iwi 
Most women (as can be 
seen from picture at right) 
I dressed to "beat the heat". 
I The Ball, which was at- * 
•pvRIED and sailed human j tended by 1500 gaily-painted 
^-^ feet gave pre-dinner ap- ; guests and 15,000 marching 
petiser.s. a "piquant" flavour, a ; girls, and ono Belmont-Moo-
notcd African cooking auth- | rooka sewerage inspector, was 
ority .said yesterday. a "roaring" success. 
Slie is MLss Salli-Ann Um- !, ^ novel touch was provided 
bi-oiiopo. of tlie Apartlieid i "^y'^  °°5°y '^•'^ e'^  younger set. 
Better-Eating Commiltee. who ; JJ™ "^^^''. °- ""^"^e touch" 
Now look out how 
you swallow them 
Brush up on your 
etiquette, dear 
By Tanya H ide 
GIRLS! Please remember when your escort 
calls to take you to the Centenary Ball NOT to spit 
at him BEFORE he opens the car door. 
LaHt week a girl I know did thiis and her egrorl lius not 
called for tier HIIU'C. 
I DO think that's a shame, now, don't you? There are 
SO many gorgeous youthful Centenary balls to be enjoyed this 
year, it DOES seem a pity fo miss out on them fhrough not 
knowing the right thing to do, doesn't it.' 
Oh, and another thing:, 
with all these American 
sailors in town I know you 
ffirls will be preparing loads 
of luscious Do's for the 
crew-cut boys. 
So remember, will you, NOT 
said that toenails, however, 
should not be included on the 
menu. 
by barbecuing odd guests who 
I were "left-overs" from the 
I iJOnfire which unfortunately 
..-ri . -J .„ ^M. • ,u charred most of the guests to 
They tend to catch in the ashes 
gullet," she explained with a Apart from 
bright smile yesterday. I happened 
"My boy-friend's 
is a li/IAN!" 
pen-friend 
Dear Allison, I am 
twelve years old but quite 
rnature for my age. I 
have fallen in love with 
that, nothing ! ^^^ boy who takes out nny 
I sister (she is eight and a 
AUCE-
IN'PAItiS 
^HUMANE 
CASTE-BOOK 
half). 
Look JVhat This 'Wot-So- Younger'' Setter did to 
Make Money for Her Flat Block GrafeiGUs 
He is engaged to his pen-friend in the 
British Diplomatic Corps. 
He recently found out 
'hat his pen-friend is a 
man. Can my mother 
stop me wearing lipstick? 
MRS. Elsa (Slob) BackstOell, vociferous leader of Brisbane's smart 
"not-so-younger" set, has achieved miracles with her new block of self-
contained Hats. 
LADIES! : 
HURRY!! ' 
• 
There isn't much time!!! J 
• 
to celebrate our wonderful, " 
wonderful Centenary Year, • 
we hayeput out our • 
• 
Century Girdle' f 
—Pineapple-topped, period- g 
styled • 
• 
HURRY r Only (GASP!) 245 • 
days left to the end of ^ 
Centenary Year. • 
Flashback! 
From llie iMorolon Bay 
Figleaf, 1859 
" A large crowd assem-
bled yesterday in Ann St. 
next to^the Court House 
to witness the dedication 
of the infant colony's first 
L a d i e s ' Convenience 
(semi-public), to-day. 
Tlie Governor'.'! Lady, after 
rer«iuonioiiKly rhrikteiiing the 
iiupo.'iinii Italittn-ttylc utility, 
carved her inilial.'i on tiie WUIIK 
of tlie new and popular VKlali-
iidiiiiietit ;tnd iufl in an u)>ori-
glneHlrawii dray for the mid-
week two.iip at RcdcHffc. 
"That's nothing" 
Conmientinff on this in 
Brisbane today the Lady 
Mayoress. Mrs. Groom, a Pio-
neer Women's Public Build-
ing F u n d Centenarian, 
said; "That's nothing to what 
WE have in store!" 
Bald-headed, pretty Mrs, 
Elsa (Slob) Backswell. of Eiii-
sides, has discovered the ideal 
way of capitalising on those 
unused Jacobean wardrobes 
that always seem to be pop-
ping up in the attic. 
Her cunning conversion of 
these airy wardrobes into 
modern, spacious fiats that 
smell, as well as look delight-
ful, has begun an architec-
tural storm among Brisbane's 
discriminating home handy-
men. 
WHAT SHE GOT 
Mrs. Elsa (Slob) Backswell 
lists these points for the do-it-
yourself fanatic: Take out all 
shelves, and use as window 
, sills; install a winding stair-
- case; have your own flat-top 
sunroof. 
To ensure maximum com-
fort of her tenants, Mrs. 
Elsa (Siob> Backswell has 
moved into each flat: Three 
double beds, two lounge suites, 
five sideboards, two billiard 
tables and a grand piano. 
Mrs. EJsa (Slob) Backswell 
says: "My tenants are so quiet. 
Once they've shut their front 
doors for the night I never 
hear a sound." 
Last night, she and her 96 
tenants had a house-warming 
in the show-place flat of the 
block—painted a telephone-
box red. 
A Jacobean furniture 
manufacturer is believed to be 
building a new 85-storey 
apartment block for Mrs 
Elsa (Slob) Backswell. 
Below: Last 
night's house-
warming. 
to lead them to your own fav-
ourite little nook (and theirs) 
before they ask you to show 
them something of the local 
iights. 
Look away f 
It is definitely Non-U this 
vear for girls to appear over-
\nxiou.s in normal social inter-
•;our.';e, 
And 1)0 remeiiiher, deam, lie-
fore you throw lliis li'resonii! 
rag away, that it's always more 
poliio to look tlic otlicr way 
\vlii;n your escort i.s vonuling, 
won't you'i' . . . It'.s nicer. 
Offer to 
No author 
Mr. Tennessee Billions, de-
rayini! author of tho banned 
linok "NO!" lias hecn offered 
ANSWER: My m o t h e r }:{<-,. fr<.<. (.vfcets to And (iod 
never slopped ME from wearing Crejiiod Woman for the film 
lipstick. But, of course, wc righls of his novel. 
didn't have any pen-friends in ' r^ ,, . . .. „ 
our family. I suppose that's ; , J ' " « t ' ^ T h ^ ^ ' ^ . f ''T. 
• made to the 147-year-old 
I 
why I LOVE doing this column 
so much—but that's another 
story, isn't it?—Well, isn't it? 
Dear Allison, 1 am a 
normal healthy lad and 
although I have been to 
Finishing School I am 
quite unable to fall in 
love. What should I do? 
ANSWER: Send me your 
telephone number, dear. 
Dear Allison, I am an 
attractive young woman 
attending the University. 
I have fallen in (ove with The main action would 
a big, fair-headed young; take place in the armpit of 
lecturer who looks like. '^  small consumptive rat, 
Paul Newman. Do you: ^ " 4 " ^ o?fv "" T*" ''*'' 
think he cares for me? | iordingM)'KlnseJ/" ' ' '""" 
He does not ignore me. • Asked for his romment. Mr. 
He often asks me ques-! f^ rank NiVklm, Oucensland 
t ions. 
ANSWER: 
Croat author by the J. Arthur 
Stank Orgysensation, who 
want to make a censored mm 
based on the 85,674 word 
book. 
"The film would give thc 
League of Decency quite a 
fright," said nose-blowing, 
low-slung, vulgar J. Arthur 
Stank, 59, the orgysizer of 
thc move. 
(Each of tlie words in tlie 
book has been banned.) 
It would be set in the 
soutlieni end of the proposed 
Moorooka-Belmont sewer, Mr. 
Stank revealed. 
What questions? 
Dear Allison, I am a 
member of a Ladies' 
Rugby team and have 
fallen in love with my 
coach. He is big and 
strong and I am too. 
What should I do? 
ANSWER: One of y o u 
ought to make a pass sooner 
or later, I guess. Your problem 
is making the try. It's up to 
him fo score, remember. Above 
all, don't beat the whistle! 
Ceiueiiariaii, said: 'it 's alioul 
tini!! llit'v mjidc a fiJtri iihoiii a jiiiieapple!" 
Dear Allison, 
wharf laborer. 
I am a 
My wife 
is a Tibetan refugee with 
a tendency to giggle in 
bed. Is she giggling at 
me? 
ANSWER: Probably. • 
Dear Allison, I f ind that 
although I am 67, I am in 
Icve with three men. Two 
of them have asked my 
hand in marriage. The 
other never even says 
please. What should f 
do? 
ANSWER: Say thanfc you. 
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No Space left on 
public shelves 
By Chief VnivenltY Libwrian, HARRISON BRYAN 
/ feel that thoae of ijour readen ii7io arc also ourt may lUe to 
know iomcthing of tlie reasons for thc discomfort to tchich Ihey haVe 
hten put of late in the Main Librarij, 
This sudden feverish activ- (been the hicrease in demand 
ity has not been sent in term i for seats in the Reading 
rather than during the vaca- Rooms that we can no longer 
tion merely to try their pati-
ence, though any one of the 
thousands of students who 
have used the Main Library 
since its first occupation ten 
years ago migJit wcil be par-
doned for thinking that a cer-
tain background of noise com-
prised portion of the curricu-
lum. 
It has never been possible 
to arrange for the disturb-
ance regularly caused by this 
long struggle to coincide with 
vacations. Priorities in alloca-
tion of funds for building ex-
tensions and modifications 
iiave never been .such that the 
Library could pick and 
choose. 
In this way the lower floor 
afford the luxU2-y ol shelving 
in these areas. 
To meet this desperate 
situation, just in time, a major 
, reconstruction has been 
I initiated. 
! A partition is being built 
both to insulate readers from 
I tlie access traffic and to help 
I out in a mild way in the bag 
. problem, single reader tables 
i will be in.stalled against the 
' inner wall of tliis partition. 
, More tables will be placed also 
I between the row of columns 
' and the peripheral book 
shelves. 
I The real noise, I am afraid, 
! is yel to come; as five hun-
*^'#»#*^v>#»»*»#*###»###v»^#»^***#<v»»#^» 
Pick a label 
T'HE stu(dent of totday, as everyone knows, ^^^^ ,^^ 
Is rebellious, seditious, and subversive, ( f f f ^ 
full of schemes for blowing up society. V-r A. 
****^****^^f*^*^**^*****^*^^****^^'r^** 
- cash 
culture 
On the other hand, again as everyone knows, the student of to-day is 
docile, apathetic and intellectually lazy, intent only on having a good time, 
passing his exams with the least possible work, and getting a good (i.e., 
lucrative) job. 
Which over-shnp!ified stereotype do you prerer? 
The first is still popular in some circles, but it is losing ground before the 
second, which seems, in fact, to be the view of mcst graduate.? of the imme-
diate post-war period—particularly the ex-servicemen. 
This view is well worth investigating as there is much more prima facie evidence for it 
than ior the first. 
I dred steel supports are 
to which many must seldom planted firmly in the concrete 
have penetrated, has been floor, ns eleven thousand encln 
crammed over the years with are connected to five nnd a 
a most remarkable collection half tliousand steel shelves 
of oddments of wooden shelv- ; and these fitted to their sup-
ing. ports, and as 8000 .square feet 
It is ye,irs since books in ' of fiooring is cut and nnilecl 
these basement areas have i into place, 
been shehTd in the normal j ^^ ^ t^g,. ,^^, j„ t^e detective 
t^^T^A J^^^J'^''^ ^ ' ^ " stories, thc reader is warned, jammed in on their faces in 
stacks ot up to a dozen, they 
ha\^e been piled on the floor 
and built up to dizzy and un-
stable heights on the stack 
tops. 
Why we 
DONT 
blow up 
the world 
Where are the results of intellectual energy? 
There is no doubt that there is a distressingly large number of students who regard a degree as 
merely a label which will entitle them to a high salary and a certain amount of prestige, who regard 
original thinking as an unpleasant task to be avoided as much as possible. 
People of this type iiave probably becnfoimd in universitjc.s from the time of Cle-
ment of Alexandria, but even allowing for the inevitable nostalgia of the past student, it 
seems that they are ratlier more prevalent than they were ten years ago. 
What is the reason? In the 
first place, the student of 1959 
is considerably younger and 
therefore less mature than 
was the cx-serviccmaii stu--
dent. 
In the second, the imme-
diate post-war period seems 
Shelf of books 
every day 
Now, however, we are faced 
with a double threat. At an 
intake rate of more than a 
full shelf of new liooks per 
(lay in 1959 there wil! not be 
a foot of empty shelving in 
the public book stack by June 
of this year. 
At the same time, such has 
WILL THE 
TREE 
TPIEATRE 
GO TO 
THE DOGS? 
to have been a period of gen-
eral optimism and ideali-sm 
throughout .Australia. 
This .sentiment was very 
short-lived and we may 
therefore presume that it was 
unreal and spurious. 
IT just could not last in the 
•'• climate of modern life. If 
wc look for its results in Aus- < lished by Act of Parliament. 
Naturally CIIOURII this cicar-
cui programme, with its .spec-
tacular propajjanda, attracted 
Another rea.son lies in the i not only the sincere and 
presesU intellectual and politi-1 thoughtful idealist, but the 
cal climate. neurotic, tiie cxliibitioni.si, and 
In the 'twenties and 'thir- ] the immature, 
ties and the post-war period,; NO„., however, things have 
It .seemed to many sincere and changed 
thoughtful people that the i 
ideal societv could be drawn ! Whatei-cr was worth acbtev-
up like a town plan and estab- . '"5 .^^ "^ <=se methods has been 
trallan life to-day, we will be 
disappointed. 
The ex-service graduates 
have had their degrees for 
anything from six to ten 
years. 
It would be unfair to ex-
pect them to have changed 
the face of society in that 
time, but surely they liave 
had time to turn the first sod 
of the New Jerusalem. 
Where is the result of all 
that intellectual 
the arts? In 
It also .seemed that the 
I more banners you waved, the 
! more speeches you listened lo, 
! the more demonstrations you 
j attended, the closer you came 
I to attaining this desirable 
I end. 
achieved. 
That is not to say that 
there is no place for thc 
politically-conscious student. 
There Is still much work for 
him to do, but it ir.volvcs 
hard. clear, unemotional 
thinking. 
A NEW REBELLION 
BANNER-WAVING and slogan-chanting is no help at all. There is little to attract the ex-
in; hibitionist, the neurotic, or the romantic. 
Some few are followers of a 
energy? 
, , v.. sP^^"'^^j^'^ : Many of the materialistic 
thought? In politics? in edu- ; aUy-minded preserve a purely 
cation? In journalism? J mechanical ralicali,sm, 
I t would be too cruel to ' 
the search further. carry 
HE unpalatable fact is 
that the materialistic at-
titude of the average student 
T^  
whicli 
appear.s from time to time in 
the form of such suggestions 
as "Wouldn't we be better off 
if we could all do as we liked, 
witliout worrying about con-
is the attitude of .society as a ^vention and authorities?" 
whole—including probably thc ' Or "Let's abolLsh Parlia-
post-war idealists. ment and replace it with a 
Cash is the measure of all ; committee of philosopher-
things—that is the ijrincipie kings" (or .scientists, depend-
accepted by virtually every- ing on which group the 
one. I t is the basis of the ; speaker thinks he belongs to), 
famous Richardson report, "Why not aboli-sh the Mon-
—.!> 
THE 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOK SHOP 
ST. LUCIA 
(Branches at George St and 
Herston.) 
HAS 
a complete range of Students' Textbooks, 
drawing instruments, stationery, pencils and 
pens. 
"So St. Patrick 
weren't an Irish-
man, begorrah?" 
MEDSTltED 
PROFESSOR Grissane, a 
famous Britisli surgeon, spoke 
at Herston recently on female 
undergarments—as hazards. . 
He is head of a unique Acci- cal niteresLs. 
dent Hospital in Birmingham.' ^'^'^ ^ f^i^ "" 
and this year's Sims Travel-
ling Professor. 
Apparently females 2^vh 
themselves in the most in-
flammable materials avail-
able—covered nylon, latex-
base petticoats, and so on. 
He cited the case of a New 
Zealand physician's wife who 
burnt up last year to the 
horror ot a crowded ballroom. 
Females are requested to 
buy with caution, to lessen the 
risk of spontaneous combus-
tion. 
—KEN LONG. 
OLD gardeners never; 
die—they just spade; 
away. 
but it is the ba.sis of many of 
the complaints about it too. 
It is also the ba.si.s of the 
much more popular Murray 
report. "We want better 
graduates and belter politic-
ians. Well, in that case, let's 
buy some." Ifs as simple as 
al! that. 
Can it be wondered at that 
many sludents .should accept 
this sort of rea.soning, belong-
ing as they do to a .society 
where it is so popular? 
.'Another thing for whioh 
students arc blamed is their 
I lack of political and theoreti-
intellcciual lethargy, a Nir-
vana of cynicism and self-
i interest? 
is partly ox- Others have adopted an at-
i plained by the widespread titude of conservative agnos-
• commercial attitude lo things | ticism. denying the existence 
in general — political and f of any ultimate standards and 
theoretical interests will not, preferring things to remain as 
help one to get a good job or ; they are rather than risk hav-
have a good time, therefore, ing them change for the 
they arc useless. ' worse. 
Foting privilege 
f ^ » ^ ^ ^ » # ^ ^ » * * * # * ' » * * ^ * * » 
Should polilicos, nil busy making hay, 
Be astonished if, considerinfi; the lurks 
They employ to get allowances and pay, 
The electorate has aho, in its nay, 
Got the iwrks? 
rather pragmatic and non-
Utoi)iai) brand of SocJali.5m. 
Then there is a fourth group 
; of Jieople who lia\'e decided 
that if t)ie flamboyant plans 
and issues of thc past have 
failed .so dismall.v, it mny be 
worthwhile lo investigate the 
older ideologies which the 
planners rejected. 
rpHE remedy for the Ills of 
-*- society in general and of 
the student body in particu-
lar is noi anotlier rebellion for 
rebellion's sake, but unbiaE.sed 
thought, uneniotioiial discus-
.sion, and hard work. 
In some ways, this too is a 
rebellion; a rebellion against 
materialism and complacency, 
a rebellion against doctrinaire 
rebcllioiiism. 
This type of rebellion iiever 
reaches a stage at which we 
can say, "We have won. There 
is no need to go on fighting." 
I t lacks the colour and dra-
matic appeal of the other tvpe 
have made, have sunk into an I of rebellion, but let us liope 
thai it will not be without in-
terest or without results. 
When such statements do 
purport to indicate a consis-
tent atliludo to life, we 
usually nnd that the theoreti-
cal basis on which it rests is 
very shaky indeed. We may 
be pardoned for .suspecting 
that such an attitude is 
caused by half-suppressed 
memories of over-strict school 
teachers. 
The radicals, the liberals, 
the rebels, the free-thinkers, 
have had things all their own 
way for long enough. 
Is it any wonder that ninny 
.student."! have lost faith in the 
old radical dogmas? We—or 
some of us, at any rate, have 
come to realise that the Left 
can bc just as mistaken as 
the Right; that a bigot is a 
bigot; that a crank is a crank 
whatever his views. 
archy (or the Senate, or the 
Federal System, or the Judici-
ary, or knives and forks, or 
academic dress, or anything 
clse>?" 
What good docs it do? This 
sort of thing, however, is 
merely a .spasmodic reaction,, 
and is an indication, not of a 
ferment of ideas, but of a 
complete lack of them. 
Is it any wonder that many 
students, faced wilh the world 
whicii the doctrinaire radicals 
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"Shocking Exhibition 
From Male Students 
(From Page 2) 
DEAR Sirs,—Room 45 was recently the scene of a shocking exhibition by some of St. Lucia's best-
known men students. 
.'Assembled to debate the 
piquant subject "That Uni-
ver.sity Women are Pure, Vir-
tuous and Fascinating, and 
ought to be Encouraged," the 
teams might have been ex-
pected to regale their audi-
ence with wil. and even risque 
wit; but two of the speakers 
proved quite inadequate to 
this call Uiion thoir intelli-
gence and taste. 
Aditiiticdly the atfirmallve 
side had the less onerous la.sk. 
As Mr. Darryl Douglas and 
Mr. Vernon Cornish pointed 
out, a .seeming lack of per-
sonal experience was their 
best way of proving their case. 
Mr. Ken Goodwin even more 
discreetly refused to touch the 
.salacious .side of the subject, 
sustaining the argument that 
since women are inveterate 
liars, and that most slander is 
originated by women, out of 
tlieir own mouths they are 
proved pure and virtuou.s. 
Tlie negative side, however, 
committed deplorable lapses 
in taste. Mr. Dennis Douglas, 
as usual, eschewed women, 
and stuck to Descartes and 
Balzac (a departure from his 
recent heavy regime of Gide 
and Rimbaud); but Messrs. 
Delahunty and Goldberger 
seemed quite determined to 
prove, in any way, no matter 
how clum.sy, that they were 
authorities and indeed past 
masters on the subject. 
Take IJp Black Man: 
Right Colour Shame 
nr TOM TOOGOOtP 
J T was 10 o'clock on Tuesday night, March 17,1959, in the Convention Room of the Can-
hcrra Hotel. The small group of people had just listened to a talk by a well-known 
aljoriglnal. Pastor D. Nicholls, M.B.E. 
They had also seen a film of his findings of the disas' 
trous effects on aboriginal life caused by the usurping of 
tribal lands by a missile-testing range in Western Australia. 
Suddenly, a middle aged woman stood up and said—• 
"It's terrible, it's shocking. But isn't someone doing some-
thing about it? Can't we do something about it?" 
TRICK SILENCED WOMEN 
Each provided an embarrassing display: Mr. Delahunty 
of elephantine immcndo and callow vulgar humour, as well 
as deficiency, as was pointed out, in the use of English; and 
Mr. Goldberger of his own savage disillusionment concerning 
the oilier sex. 
Finally, Mr. Goldberger 
played a cowardly trick. He 
declared that any women who 
rose to defend her sex, or 
herself, from the unveiled in-
sults levelled at either, would the last man 
thereby .show that the cap 
ruled, and implicitly confess 
guilt! 
This move was completely 
crioclive. 
No woman dared to rise, 
even to interrupt the spate of 
stupidity which swept forth 
as soon as the audience was 
permitiod lo ask questions. 
Such an indirect "gag" may 
be good debating tactics as a 
rule, but in this case it was 
tantamount to bombing a 
home population whose armed 
forces have been nia,ssacred to 
I mm no. 
I (A. and E. Origin) 
j 181 EDWAHD ST. 
I B '1821 
I For (ill roqiiiri'moittx 
I for Engineers, Sitr- J 
} vcyors and Arcln'torts \ 
I GOOn WATCIIKS. CLOCKS • 
J AM) JFCWKLLKHY } 
The listfining became pain-
ful. I was not at the com-
panion debate held the pre-
vious week, about the sup-
posed vices of University men; 
but from what I have heard 
of it, it cannot have been 
similarly vulgar and vacuous. 
Perhaps one might say that 
university women are more 
generally discreet, logical and 
courteous than university 
men: and ought to be more 
listened to? 
—C.\SSASDnA. 
"Debauchery, 
attitude here 
•pvEAR Sifs.—Can anyone explain to me the sickening attitude of many stu-
3~f dents in tliis University, with regard to debauchery, dissoluteness and 
degeneracy. What is so marvellous, so fascinating about It all? 
No one will deny that the ' the needs of the tribe, so mar-
"assiniilation" of aborigines is vellously created by the abori-
quite a problem in Australia : gine from a land that would 
(although perhaps not so , have been an inipossible chal-
grave as the race problems in | lenge to other eivilizations, 
South Africa and the United ; has been suddenly and rudely 
States), Let's be quite objec- ! upset over a huge area sur-
tive about it, and examine tlie , rounding the range (of course 
factual evidence, | in the actual range area itself 
Coming back to tlie rocket. the inhabitants have been 
range which extends through ordered right out), 
the Warburton Ranges in ; The results? Actual starva-
Western Australia, The find- ; tion in some cases, and a 
ings of a Parliamentary Select \ ghastly wave of diseases due 
Committee, with whom Pastor to malnutrition over much of 
Nicholls went to this area as \ the area, the most common 
an independent observer, show i being the dreaded eye disease 
that there have been catastro-! trachoma, 
phic effects on aborigine life i Let us leave rocket ranges 
due to the placing of a rocket and view some of the more 
range (part of the Woomera : glaring anomalies from which 
programme) right tiirough people of aborigine extraction 
the land that for centuries | suffer, 
had been the hunting and ' There is not the space here 
camping grounds of aborigine to treat every part of the 
tribes, j problem in detail; we will 
The sensitive balance be- ' limit ourselves mainly to our 
tween natural resources and I own Stale, 
In terms of the United Nations Declaration of 
Human Rights, rights in which most Australians 
already shaer and which are by declaration of the 
General Assembly of U,N.O. are for everyone in-
cluding minority groups. 
ALBERT Namatjira famous Centralian painter, 
reads the Bible io a young white friend. 
degeneracy 
is ''sickening 99 
As a balanced, reasonably ' certain pseudo-sophisticated 
intelligent observer, I find the types, as quite unrealistic and 
morbid, even moronic, interest: really slightly immature, 
in the subject displayed byi Certainly there are dc-
HOLDMAC MOTORS 
Authorised Holden Dealers 
CORONATION DRIVE 
TOOWONG 
i( HIGHEST TRADE-IN PRICES 
• COMPREHENSIVE SPARE PARTS 
P.S.: Ilolilinac have inslallcd the latest and only Front End Align-
Hicnl cqtiipiiiciit in thc dislrict. Phone 7 4192 for aa appotnttitcnt. 
HOLDMAC FOR HOLDEN 
bauched and degenerate 
IKople in the world—straight-
out avowed rakes, whole-
hearted, "perpeti;al-light-in-
the-window" prostitutes, and 
consistent whores. They don't 
go half-way. 
Do the students of this Uni-
versity genuinely admire these 
types? Do some of our "de-
generate and dissolute" male 
students really consider them-
selves equal in achievement to 
these others? 
Or (begging your pardon, 
noble editors), is their male 
vanity consoled by the 
thought that they would like 
to be? 
—"FRESHEBETTE." 
Meeting, Women's 
College, May 7, at 
8 p.m. 
to arrange details of 
the College's 
DOOR-TO-DOOR 
CANVASS, 
July 4. 
Sludeni body reps, 
invited 1 
Yet somewhere, somehow, 
large numbers of aborigines 
have just missed out. 
• In Queensland, for in-
stance, aborigines under 
the Aborigines Act—and 
this means the majority 
—have little power to 
decide for themselves 
where they are going to 
> live. In fact, they can 
and are incarcerated 
against their will on a 
Government or Church 
mission reserve. 
• (Law students note). 
There is no trial by jury 
for these original Aus-
tralians, but by officials 
who may, in fact, be the 
accusers. 
In some parts of the 
Act the onus of proof is 
shifted from the accuser 
to the accused, contrary 
lo the well established 
practice of British Law. 
• The private property of 
an aborigine may be 
seized arbitrarily. The 
Act provides tha't where 
a dark-skinned Austra-
lian refuses to obey such 
an order he "shall be 
guilty of an offence," 
Here are just three points 
by which speciiic articles of 
the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights, proclaimed by 
Assembly of 
totally disre-
the General 
U,N.O., are 
garded. 
There is not the space to 
treat other things in detail, 
such as censorship of mail, 
compulsory work and low 
wages, inadequate social ser-
vice benefits, lack of educa-
tion and cultural develop-
ment, and totally inadequate 
training in democracy—all of 
which apply to Australia's 
first citizens in this year 1959, 
So it is not exaggerating to 
say the situation is shocking. 
Who is to blame and who 
should take the job of right-
ing the wrongs? The Go\'ern-
ment? Our ancestors? The 
Australian people as a whole? 
The aborigines? 
Tile reasons why Australia's 
first sons are in such a sad 
state to-day, and why "white" 
Australians have thought it 
necessary to discriminate 
against them through such 
legislation as we have dis-
cussed, are not simple. 
Lack of understanding of a 
tribal culture, brutalities per-
petrated by a minority of the 
early settlers, false ideas of 
the inferiority of the abori-
gines, the thoughtless confis-
cation of tribal lands for In-
dustrial purposes—all these 
threads and more may be dis-
cerned in the past. 
NO BLACK BLAME 
However one thing 
the aborigines for their 
present plight. 
Names like Nicholls, Blair, 
Namitjlra and many others 
have proved both in civilian 
life and in two world wars 
that they cau and will co-
operate in building and de-
fending a nation if we will 
only give them the oppor-
tunity. 
The grim record of the past 
cannot be undone. It is no use 
passing the buck to our an-
cestors and forgetting about 
the problem ourselves. 
(Cont. on page 2d}l 
is clear. You can't blame 
; "B£ WELL ADVISED \ 
\BYTnEM.L.C.UAK'\ 
J, S, FRASER 
LIFE ASSURANCE 
and 
J FIRE, GENERAL INS. { 
\ M.L.C. BUILDINGS, BRIS. \ 
Telephone 311201 
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Sir Raymond, aren't 
you overdoing it,,? 
By TERRY VINE 
A NZAC Day, 1959 is over. Thank God. 
i i That means we won't have to think 
about it again for another 12 months. Thank 
God again. 
ranutted 
Addressing the multitudes 
at the Anzac Day services on 
Saturday, the President of the 
to ask . . . to keep one day 
. . . from work, pleasure, or 
sport, to join together . . . to 
ffotrii aur 
Queensland branch of the . pay tribute . . . " Sir Ray-
" " • ~ • mond said. 
"These men left loved ones 
to whom Anzac Day is every 
day of the year." 
E.S.S,A.LL.A. (Sir Raymond 
Huish) said that it was flt and 
proper that the day .should be 
set aside to allow comrades, 
relatives and friends an op-
portunity to remember those And President Huish con 
lost in two grim battles in .linued: "People should profit 
Australia's short history, from the example of service to 
"Surely it is not too much I the nation by ils servicemen." 
L ttecks 
99 
"Not for fhe glorious dead 
B 
n 
UT, Sir Raymond, don' 
doing it? 
You've got Anzac Day on a j 
par with Good Friday as far ! 
as solemnity is concerned, and 
I'm sure you'll agree that 
Good Friday is far more im-
portant to man than Anzac' 
Day. 
And why keep ramming it , 
.down the necks of young, 
people that they must never 
forget Anzac Day or its sig-
nificance? ; 
It's all right for you to tell' 
young people like me of the 
glorious past, but remember, j 
Sir Raymond, that there are ' 
t you think you are over-
thousands of others like me 
who have done their National 
Service training in prepara-
tion to defend the country if 
the lime comes, and we'll do 
it, and we don't want you 
nagging in our ears that we 
are doing it for the glorious 
dead, becau-se we won't be. 
We'll do it just as others did 
before us, because we'll have 
to, If we want to stay free. 
And One Day? Yes. one 
day's not too much to a.sk, as 
long as it's not all day. 
If you want to have your 
proces.sion in the afternoon. 
by all means do so, but at 
least let the lown "live" again 
from 6 p,m. 
Keep in mind that Anzac 
Day is a decreed public holi-
day, but there are many 
people who would prefer to 
work,on that day if only be-
cause the entertainment spots 
will be open at night. 
And as for profiting from 
previous example! Surely you 
don't think for one minute 
that the country hasn't pro-
fited, 
"[VO, Sir Rajmiond, you're 
•'-^  belting a dead hor.'se, and 
you're making people, especi-
ially young people, sick and 
; tired of .Anzac Day and all it 
stands for. 
It appears to me that it's 
not a day of remembrance for 
the glorious dead, but a day 
for the "glorious" living. 
After all, it's not the dead 
who are reminding us of 
Anzac Day. 
GO tMMBllYANK! 
A LL Anglophiles had better leave now for tvhat I have to say may 
hurt them more than the death of Queen Victoria. 
n , •, , ll i ,1 A t V 1,1 r • 1 L ; i The creation of two middle-
xnoJ^ 'n : ' . f " " ' ^ ™ ' Itc Aiisiraha of the htHoty} booksL^^^ p^^^^, competing with 
(90% Bfiltsh and all that) i$ a mng of lhe Cenfcnaib each other for pressure group 
Rallies and Anzac Da\i Parades. support (as the Atnerican 
In a few sliort years', Aus-: with it cosmopolitanism that!?»«'«« """' ^°> ^^ '"""^  ^"'•-
tralia has set her feet on the has led to an air (sometimes 
road to 
America, 
Since the end of the war. 
becoming a little exaggerated) of superiority 
for things continental. 
At the same time. Old 
our migrant programme will; World shrewdness and cjmic-
in the .space of a generation 
or two lead to a "melted-pot" 
Au,strallan. Our migrant in-
take (on proportions, of 
course) actually equalled 
America's greatest level. 
This great influx of Euro-
ther take us out of the Bri-
tish tradition, 
Tlie large economic security 
enjoyed by the average Aus-
tralian has pampered him so 
that he no longer favours Uie 
"working-class solidarity" of 
his forebears. 
The changing .Australian 
the American tiTie two-party; character goes hand in hand 
system in Australia, The with- with our new middle-cla.ss 
drawal of the trade union I society. Perhaps it is a mis-
ism has shown itself in a 
ruthless individualism. 
The breakdown of the tra-
ditional ALP could lead to 
pean stock must surely lead movement from official sup- take to call it middle-c!a.ss for 
to a process similar to the port for the ALP could force I although our Auslralian be-
melting pot of the U.S.A. it to become just another i comes more wealthy he does 
party vieing for union voles, j not become middle-class as a 
: The withdrawal of the • bourgeois worker is a fiction. 
of • AWU from the Queensland But the iiew wealth of the 
' ALP could be the start of this cities has created new tradi-
when all races were amalga-
mated to produce the "Ameri-
can"—that great iiuiik 
amorphous humanity. 
The Old World has brought process. itions and frames of mind. 
Students may hny classified 
advertislne space al the rale 
of Sd, a word, or 7/6 per sintle 
eolomn Inch, Ifnder Union 
rernladoni, dobs and sacleUes 
may have tree adverlislnit 
tpace, but site o( Uiese ads. 
will be at the Editors' dtscre-
lion. Phone, write, or call with 
your cUssined to "Semper" 
ofnce, St. Lucia, 
WOULD anyone keen on stamp-collecting bc Interested In the 
formation ol a 'OnlversUy Phllalclic 
Club? If so, contact O. R, Hulbert, 
c/- Sports Union OfHcc. 
There will be an exhibition of 
stamps In the CUy Hall basement 
on Sth and 6th of June. J»59, 10 
a.m. -10 p.m. Admission; Adults 
2/-, children (under 141 1/-. Tic-
kets may be obtained Irom the 
above, 
IF YOU would like to be if All actor or actress 
• A singer 
ic A dancer 
it A musician 
it A script writer 
Tlr A novelty acl 
it A nervous wreck 
come to the 
U, of Q. Revue Society CaMIng 
Mcellnu on llth May at Qcorgo 
Btrcet Rcfec., 7.30 p.m. 
APPLICATIONS are Invited from women graduates In Australia 
for the Prcdtt Bage Fellowship. The 
Fellowship is valued at £1001) and 
is offered by the Australian Fcdera. 
tlon of University Women to en-
able a suitably qualified woman 
graduate to undertake study or re-
search In one of the countries of 
South or South-East Asia, Applica-
tions, giving details of age, aca-
demic record, research and othcf 
experience, any publL h^ed work, 
proposed plan and duration o( 
work, the names of two referees 
and a, small photograph, should 
reach the Honorary Secretary of 
thc A,P,U,W. (Mrs. A. E. Mcl.ucas. 
c/- Scots College, Victoria Rond. 
Bellevue HIU. N.S.W.) by SSth Mny. 
ItSS, 
BE .-iure to ,<;cc Badminton Ex-hibition Malchc.";. East meets 
West Fashion Parade, Philippino 
Dances on May 7th. at Ideal 
Theatre, Yeronga lopposlte Ra»-
way Station). Tickets available 
from all Club member.^ . 
CITNTENARY REVOE: A modified, adapted version of Revue this 
year will bc performed al the Uni-
versity during Centenary week. 
EXECtmvE of the Jewish Stu-dents' Association elected last 
month Is: President, Mr. E. Phil-
lips; Vice-President. Mr. Sidney 
Bloomberg: Treasurer. Mr. Phillip 
Levy; Secretary. Miss Jan Lleber-
man; Committee, Alec Goldberg, 
Henry Huppert, Paul Fingereth. 
DO you complacent little swlnc ever wonder how wc manage 
to get enough classifieds to fill 
these spares every I.ssue? We'll bet 
you don't give It a thought. 
TO-DAY Is the day after yester-day and to-morrow will prob-
I ably occur to-morrow. 
ALL women athletes arc Invited to compete In the University 
' Athletic Championships - Inter-
Faculty, which are to bc held on 
Saturday, thc and and Sth May. 
Tn/orraatlon concerning proKram-
mlng of events wilt later be made 
available. 
WANTED, outlines of Entomo-logy, by Jmms, Reply, Semper 
Oflice, 
SELL: Academic Ciown. under-grnduaie: excellent condition. 
Lacpy 71107. 
UNIVERSITY of Queensland Ten-nis Club. At the Club's an-
nual general meeting. Ihe following 
onicers were elected; President, 
John Moore: Vice-President. Roy 
Poon; Secretary. Adrian Smith; 
Trcitsurer, Kevin li.VHn; Mixed 
Club Secretary. Warren Renew; 
A.-islstanl Secretary, Duncan 
Paltrldge: Assistant Treasurer. 
Erie Flcn^ 
WOULD anyone care to lay » pipeline from the Treasury 
Hotel keg to my oddress In the 
English Honours Room, St. Lucla? 
GcolT. Chaucer. 
XANTHIPPO Sprurt-Flnch and Ore.'tes Pujol would like to 
arrange for the introduction of 
alcohol into orange-tree sap. rnis 
would make thc Temperance people 
look like hypocrites, they f»>'-___ 
CORPSES should not be left above the ground, but should 
be burled Immediately under six 
feet of earth. 
FOR ALL 
TO 
SEE FRAMED!! 
It's something to he proitd of, so [iro.<iorV(} ihnt Cer-
tificate or Diphma and have, il fratned by S[>'>ci»Usls 
A. MORGAN & CO. 
(MASTER PICTURE FRAMERS) 
282 WATER STREET, VALLEY. 1.4512. 
ALL TYPES MOnmN ASD ANTtQVE riCTVRE 
FRAMING ro SVIT )OUH REQUIREMENTS 
INVITATION! Representatives of constituent 
bodies within the Student Union 
Invited to a MEETING nt 
WOMEN'S COLLEGE on THURS.. 
7th M.AY, 8 p.m., concerning Door 
to Door Collection in aid o( 
Women's College Building Pund. 
For further information ring 
Women's College. 
GIVE THIS WORTHY CAUSE 
YOUR FULL SUPPORT! 
ANNOUNCING the newest addi-tion to fhc Women's Sporls 
Union! Thc Women's Cricket Club 
Is now a constituent member of 
thc W.B.U., and we held our first 
meeting on 2nd April. We still want 
new players and any prospective 
players should contact the Presi-
dent, Evelyn Matthew, c/- Physics 
Dept., St. Lucta iPhone 7'i021. Ext. 
333), or the Secretary Delma Kroh, 
at S7 3B04. 
OENOPHILIST Society: Do you oenophlle? Con you oenophlic? 
Have you ever felt any desire to 
oenophlle? If so. here is your 
chance. For those who lift ven't. it 
must be mentioned thnt all thc 
besl pcople nowadays arc oenophll-
Ing. And for Ihe hoi poUol who 
don't even know what the word 
means, it is announced—Ihc Wine 
Tasting Sociely has been born. The 
llrst meeling will he held on Thurs-
day. May Sth, nt 5.30 In the Re-
fectory, whon some icarncd gentle-
man will deliver a short speech on 
Au.slralian sherry (wltn samplc.si. 
Later events Ourlrnj the yenr will 
take various form.'.—tnlks iwlth 
samples) on various other wine:, a 
marathon wlnc-tasting tompelitlon. 
and a lengthy survey to dl.scover 
whether ' wine Inebriates circle 
clockwise or antl-clockwise. 
Your president Is our dearly be-
loved Secretary of Union Council, 
Old Nick (What-lhc-HclU Clark, 
Treasurer Joan Lyndon, and mem-
bers of thc Committee Include such 
distinguished personalities as Mr. 
Bruce (HIstory-ls-Bunkl Knox, Mr. 
WllUam (We've Cot thc Numbers) 
Sparkes, and Mr. Guy (No Rela-
tion to Nov. Gl Mentor, plus vari-
ous publicans, personalities and 
possibly policemen. No Yaks). 
New race is arising 
THE Old Australian tradition of "mateship" (largely a product ol the bush and convict 
ethos) is practically gone. 
Our new race is a race of 
, savage individualists—the New 
Austi-alian fits in quite well— 
every man for himself. 
Only in the outback does 
"mateship" survive and with 
the bulk of our population 
crowding into the cities it is 
steadily declining. Our cities 
are producing the historic 
'U.S. frontier t.vpe of the 
, rugged individualist, 
Tlie malady is spreading: it 
may even infect Parliament 
House, and, heaven forbid, the 
Prime Minister, God's own 
country has found a prodiual 
son. 
—.T. B. C.ILLLFIELD. 
THE immense cultural in-lluonce that the U.S.A. 
exerts as the greatest power 
in the world is particularly 
felt in AustraHa. 
I Our radio piogranimes are 
American; not even on thc 
ABC does the Australian ac 
A Friday 
Debate.. 
Mr. Richard Mnngus 
and friend. 
cent find a place. Our films 
are American, so are our 
comics. 
Rock and roll blasts our 
Australian ears. Our society 
relies on imports from the 
States for its entertainment-
drive-in theatres and barbe-
cues are only a couple. 
"Student benefactions'' is a way of 
helping and encouraging University 
Within the University Library there may be 
seen the Book of Student Benefactions. 
Its preamble rends: "This .£100 may be expended. This 
boolv contains the names of j ensures continuity and forges 
those members of the Univer-
sity of Queensland who value 
it "enough to help it accord-
ing to their opportunities. 
This book forms part of a 
plan adopted by sludenls for 
students to encourage them 
at ail times to give to their , 
Alma Mater in a spirit of | 
gratitude and loyalty, and to , 
provide thus in some measure | 
for the ever-Increasing needs 
and expanding policies of the 
University." 
This plan was adopted in 
1925, and formally inaugu-
rated on Degree Day. 192C. 
The schenie is supervised by 
a Committee, of which thc 
nucleus is appointed every 
year by the Union Council, 
representatives of Senate, 
Staff, Graduate A.ssociations 
and other Interested bodies 
being invited to join the Com-
mittee, 
Gifts from studenls (.small 
or large) may be given tor a 
specific piirpos?, or to aug-
ment one of the establishe<l 
funds under the conditions 
already laid down. 
Donations given under this 
plan and allotted to one cf 
the established funds remain 
University capital in perpitu-
ily. Only the Interesl on each 
THE Debating Society announces to-day a 
new feature in its varied 
programme:—THE FRI-
DAY CHALLENGE, 
This will be a debate held 
on Friday at 1.10 at some 
place to be appointed i prob-
ably Room 45 or B.9i between 
a challengins team of two or 
three against a team of like 
number accepting the chal-
lenge. 
The challenging team will 
select its own subject for de-
bate and should hand in 
names and subject to any of 
the following: 
Tony Edwards, secretary. 
Joaii Lyndon, day organtser. 
Dan O'Neill, night organi.ser. 
Tlicso will be di.^ playcrt on 
a large permanoni poster. 
Then any other body of per-
.soiis banding together in a 
team may aflis tlicir names 
a link between the past and '• to thc poster in acceptance of 
the future. , the challenge, 
Yom- Graduation Day would Said Demostliencs Cicero, 
be well marked by a gift jioud-'.'oiced P-R.O. of the De-
(however small), as an ex-1 baling Society: "This move 
prcssion of faith in the Uni- j.should introduce new .siu-
vcrsity institution, and of pet- i cerity and passionate force 
sonal gratitude, I into the debating programme." 
SUPPORT THE UNION BARBER! 
BILL Gcdtlcs, the University barber, on the back veranda 
of tlie St. Lucia REFECTORY. Open from 9 a.m. to 2 i>.m., 
and 2,30 p.m, to 6 p.m. 
Also Tuesday and Thursday evenings until 8 p.m. 
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down Knights with 
strap" basl(etball 
T'HE inter-varsity fixtures of the U.Q, 
Basketball Club began last Saturday 
week with three scratch matches. 
• Unfortunately lack of com-
bination and match praclice 
produced scrappy play. 
Dodgers "A" and Knights 
"A" were fairly evenly 
matclied in the first game, 
whicii Dodgei's, with "shock 
straps" in position, won 27-23. 
For Dodgers, B. Becconsall 
and E. Zvirbulis headed the 
scoring with L. Hartley and J. 
Carlisle also playing well in 
attack. 
Knights' game was based 
around the supports of J, 
Williamson and G, Duro, both 
good attacking players. 
The "B" Grade match be-
tween Dodgers "B" and 
Celtics "B" was the most in-
teresting match of the niglit. 
(Although soundly beaten, 
149-6, Dodgers combined well 
but could not linish of! their 
I movements owing to poor 
; shooting. K. Woods and B. 
Gordon were outstanding for 
1 Celtics, scoring 41 poinls be-
1 tween them, 
I The last match — between 
Spartans and Celtics "A"— 
j showed Celtics very much out 
of condition. 
Greater experience saw 
; Celtics through to a 27-24 
I win. 
i Highlight of the night was 
1 the attendance of eight Mel-
bourne nurses up in Bris-
bane recovering from the 
battering they received dur-
I ing last year's inler-varsity. 
THE Sport$ Union's Finance Meeting was held on April I5th. It went till 1.15 a.m. 
The recommended Club 
estimates for 1959 were, in 
most cases, accepted by the 
Council without alteration. 
The contentious factor was 
Coaching Fees, This argu-
played Tennis or Football, but 
few of them know anything 
about Judo or Fencing or Golf 
or Squash. 
They must therefore be 
coached. There are not 
Rules team's hopes for *B' 
grade premiersliip this year 
'pHE U.Q. Australian Football Club started the season ex-
•*- tremely well last Saturday week by achieving an old aim 
and fielding two full teams complete with reserves. 
ment took up a great deal of; enough elder members of siif-
tinie, and was hotly debated.' ficiently high standard to do 
It began early, when the re- ' this, and professional coaches 
port of a Coaching Committee 
was read to Council, 
Then, in their .estimates, 
the Fencing, Judo, Golf and 
Squash Racquets Club asked 
are employed. 
The University should pay 
for this. 
The opponents to this view, 
state that if, for instance, a 
for money to be spent on hir- man wishes to play Golf on 
ing professional coaches, jetitering the University, he 
THE application of- the ! should not expect the Unl-first three clubs w a s ' ^'^"'^^ Sports Union to pay 
successful, but the 
Squash Club was plain 
unlucky. 
Their estimate did not come 
up for discussion until 1.00 
a.m. At this time, the dele-
gates of the Council, who 
earlier had approved the 
coaching for three clubs, re-
for his coaching fees, 
STUDENTS pay Sports Fees to make facili-
ties for Sport available, 
not to pay for the coach-
ing of those sports. 
Sport for Students is a 
recreation, and not a means 
to an end. All clubs face the 
fused those of the Squash; problem of obtaining suf-
Club, 
To be consistent, they 
should hnve approved them, 
ficieiit coaches for the annual 
influx of Freshers, yet all but 
four of them manage without 
for no specific arguments iemploying p r o f e s s i o n a l 
were brought, out to discrim-
inate againsi Squash. But at; 
coaclies, and after all, Is it 
true to say that Fencing and 
FIVE SQUASH TEAMS IN FIXTURES 
TIIR squ«<li dull not »»ay to a bttlct st»rt this year th»n ll «ver 
bas brforr. 
Both teams play in the "B" 
Grade competilion, but we 
hope to force our way into 
"A" Grade next year by win-
ning this year's "B" Grade 
Premiership. 
Competition is strong for a I 
place in the inter-varsity \ 
team to go to Perth in June. ] 
It places us in a strong j 
1.00 a.m. the delegates were i Judo are sports demanding a 
probably tired and forgetful. ; higher degree of .skill than 
Obviously the matter will: Rugby Union and Athletics. 
! not lie as it is. In succeeding 
years, as a precedent has been 
. set, more clubs will apply for 
[larger grants for coaching. 
Varsity came out on top ' ' 
due to speed and teamwork. 
Players such as John Arm-
strong at centre, Tony Craw- . . 
ford on the wing and John What are the arguments ad-1 cU, Some persuasive Orator 
Bishop and Don McCaffrey in ]' 
tlie ruck turned in good 
games. 
Well, those are the argu-
ments, for and against. Next 
year tlie issue will again come 
up before Sports Union Coun-
Thr A.O.SI. flrrlrd Mirk Gal-
!.>ttier prrsldent. Olrk Krily srrrf-
tary, Tony Jarkman trcasurtr, and 
l>a( l.rr and iCan Sfccatfi) rontniltlcc 
nirnibrrit. 
Th»rp wa-i a (ood roll up for the 
prartkrs at <il<n (JreRt'y courts 
on Sunday niarnlnxi and five tramii 
w«rf rnlrrrd (or rUturcn. This Is 
onr more (bail latt yfar and In-
cludrt, tar thr first tinir, an A 
iradr tram. 
The club rhainplonship will be 
run thii yrar, probably In Junr, 
II will Include a plate event, for 
which we hope to be able lo pro-
vide a trophy of a squash racquet, 
We hope Ihat this will encourane a 
lot of people to enter, even If they 
have not had ranch squash expert, 
ence. 
Inler-Varalty wl!) be ran In Perth 
this )ear and anyone who went lo 
the Sydney turnout last year will 
be keen to {o aiain. 
Scores were: University 16-21-117 
. (Stuart-Fox 4. N'Rlrn *. Roberts 4 I 
p o s i t i o n to urge for a n i n t e r - : Bishop 2. Bums 21 defeated Mayne 
varsity to be held in Brisbane,' hf-^2- i 
which would do much for the 
game in Queensland. 
The first team elected Mal 
Nairn as captain, with John 
Armstrong as lUs 2I,C., and 
they led the team on to the 
field for the flrst match 
against Mayiie. 
Four new players were in-
cluded in the team, 
vanced for and against coach-
ing? 
The Fencing, Judo, Golf and 
Squash Clubs claim that their 
sport is a particularly skilled 
one! Freshers on entering 
the University have probably 
BICYCLE & SPORTS DEPOT 
Top Scorers 
For 61 Years! 
will sway the meeting one way 
or the other. 
But it is hoped, that before 
this happens, a more reliable 
inde.\ of Student opinion on 
the matter will have been 
applied. 
QUEENSLAND CHAMPION CREW IN TRAINING 
Way Jnick in llu* good oM ilay.s wlioii 
(>raiul-ila(l wast (iiilting ciinniiig s,hols 
llirougli tln> in-ri(>lil>«. Masst^ys wcrc faiiioiiii 
for tlic high .xlaiulunl ami wide varii>ly of 
sporls goods lliey were liicn supplying to 
Clidi? and players. 
Tilings arc niurli tlic .saiiit* to-day: wc slill 
stock tlic hrst in cvi^ry .sporting rc([iiii'c-
incnt, inil to-day's "Bt>.<{" is Ixilei' tliiui 
ever it has lieen hefore in our long historv, 
tn'tli all the mo.st f<'iiiio(i.<4 hrai]d,« roi>ro-
scntctl in our large storks! 
With u haekgi'otmd Hkr this you'll 
iigier idimg wilh \Uv vi\M niajorily 
of your fellow sportsineii. that it 
pays to see .Massevs for all types 
of sporls gt)o(ls—rspreially Cricket 
retpiisiie.*. 
MaJieyj Offer a Speedy Experf Repair Service! 
MASSEY 
Bicycle & Sports Depot 
201 ELIZABETH STREET, BRISBANE. 2 2091 
\vj» w iNmwN 
Varsity rowers' eyes on Olympics 
T AST year the University Senior V l l l climaxed an extremely successful 
J-J season (in which they won five races and had 7/9 representation in the 
Brisbane Districts Composite Vl l l ) by bringing home the Oxford-Cambridge 
Cup for Inter-Varsity Rowing. 
This was the first win since 
1923, gaining six full blues and 
three Iialf blues for the crew. 
This year, training began on 
January 20, and the crew 
picked WIS almost the same as 
lasi years with the exception 
of the bow position. 
The crew was: Bow, J. T. 
Drewe: 2. B. Palmer; 3, p . 
Jorss; 4, J. Ireland; 5, i. 
Mayes: 6, P. Apel; 7. P. B , 
Clarke: stroke, L. Andrews; 
Cox. D, Purdy, 
Last year's bowman Ian 
Cook had previously an-
nounced his intentions to re-
tire from active membership. 
Crew's misfortune 
However, misfortune dogged 
the crew, when on the night 
before the first race of the 
seiison, key seven man Barton 
Clarke was seriously injured 
in a road accident. 
This was a severe blow to 
the crew, but their coach, Mr. 
Eric Evers. decided to bring 
bowman John Drewe Into 
seven seat and Ian Cook came 
out of retirement to row in 
the bow scat, and the crew 
won the race from Tweed 
Heads and CommprciaL , . , , . 
The following Saturday saw 
University win the Champion 
Eights of the Brisbane River 
by J length from Tweed 
Heads. 
This 2000 metres race was 
•»voii in tlie record time of 
S mins. 26 sees,, bettering the 
previous record for the course 
by 32 seconds. 
On Easter Saturday morn-
ing, the University crew, row-
ing w i t h an effortless style 
and with power to burn, out-
classed their rivals to win the 
Champion Eights of Queens-
land, in the still better time 
of 5 mins. 25 sees. 
Won Challenge Eights 
After a relatively slow start, 
the crew were In third posi-
tion and they stayed there for 
the first \ mile, initil stroke 
Leith Andrews saw an oppor-
tune moment to call on the 
crew for a burst. 
The crew responded excel-
lently and they rowed away 
from the other crews and, 
after holding off a final chal-
lenge by Commercial, won by 
li lengths over the 2000 metre 
coiirse; . .k,..»-,\ V J; 
This success was followed by 
the crew winning the Chal-
lenge Eights that afternoon. 
Experts on the bank, after 
watching the Queensland 
championship race, expressed 
their Jilgh Jjopes of a trip to 
the Rome Olympics next 
year. 
The smooth and relaxed, 
yet extremely powerful row-
ing of this crew is definitely 
of Olympic standard. 
Hard at work 
It was Indeed unfortunate 
that the Queensland Amateur 
Rowing Council does not send 
the Queensland crew to the 
King's Cup when it is held 
in Perth as it was this year, 
as the University boys could 
have seen how they matched 
with Australian standards. 
With the Inter-Vasslty boat 
race coming up In six weeks, • 
the crew are liard at work and • 
are determined to keep the 
Oxford-Cambridge Cup for 
1959. 
Prom that point on It 
should be hard to stop these 
eight determined men from 
eachlng the I960 -Olympic 
paines. . .v:\ 
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Guest wrifers views m AMAT£URISM 
BY SEMPER SPORTS EDITOR, RAY JAMES 
4 In the past, a sportsman has been either amateur or professional, and tbat was that; ; 
; But of late the distinction has been finely drawn. Inde«d now we seem to have the true;' 
; amateur, the true professional, and the suspect amateur, who has the best of both camps. < I 
Is there any point in retaining the amateur status; Is it in the best interests of thc 1; 
I player and the sport? Do we use amateurism as a form of snobbery; what can be saidl; 
,; xg^ainst a man using: his talents to financial advantage? ; f 
; What is the solution ta (he problem now, and tihat is Ultely to happen in tbe future?; • 
These questions are discussed by two highly respected sporting administrators. •' 
'INDIVIDUAL DOES 
NOTCOUNT 
By Q.L.T.A. Preiidenr, "Big Bill" E<Jwards 
^MATEUR and professional tennis 
could always be a controversial 
subject. 
To me, however, it Is all tennis, and it 
is the game that counts, not the individual. 
The professional tennis players of to-day were 
the leading amateurs of yesterday, and if they can 
capitalise on their ability—good luck to them. 
tt has been proved (witness the fast Davis Cup played in 
Brisbane) that professional tennis can never capture the public 
support that the amateur game can. 
Granted, a professional mafccli with both players at tlieir 
top, would produce far better tennis, but having said that, it 
produces notliing else. 
MOSES and fhe 
three-legged rate 
Mosd, 
**TiivtjfH tuicer lei him run 
The spectator really 
doesn't c a r e w h o 
wins. There is no ex-
hilaration or excite-
ment and butterflies 
in the stomach of the 
MR. C. A. EDWARDS, 
a city chemist, is presi-
dent of the Queensland 
Lawn Tennis Association 
and a staunch supporter 
of amateurism in tennis. 
Daniell 
Art 
Florists 
. B6270 ' 
Hotel Daniell Duiiiling 
FOR CORSAGES, 
BOUQUETS, etc. 
We deliver to Collegea 
Frtt of Coit 
Spectators 
gendered 
amateurs, 
is wanted 
as IS en-
wlth the 
when one 
to win. 
Again, with mediocre tennis 
at tlie Davis Cup, 18,000 
people waited until the last 
ball was played, each in a 
liigh state of tension. In fact, 
on the fUiftl day. excitement 
was so high that up to £10 
was offered for a £2 seat. 
Professional tennis could 
NEVER do tliat, 
"Nothing to Gain" 
Now for open tournaments. 
I would never support open 
tournaments because the 
amateur game has nothing to 
gain from professionals; in 
fact, quite the contrary. 
OfBcials put a terrific 
amount of time and money 
into developing tennis play-
ers; staguig and promoting 
tournaments;- coaching; build-
ing courts and centres. 
How tlien. could this be 
done if all the proceeds and 
profits were taken by profes-
.sionals? 
There is no snobbery in 
amateur tennis to-day. 
Once a player turns profes-
sional he is on his own. After 
all, amateur officials have 
plenty of players to care for 
and develop. The pro. is well 
paid, but does not spend his 
money on tennis. 
is alwaijS betfer 
when bouqht from 
iWhohnores 
fpms e. iumicAL c£Nrii£ ^^ 
AmJim SI OPP. AN2AC SQUAK 
Should pay our athletes appearance 
money, expenses 
By Q.A.A.A. Secretaty, JIM BARLOW 
BEFORE trying to discuss this ever vexed question we should endeavour to understand the impli-
cations of amateurism. 
In the realm of sport we tend fo look back fo the gaudily 
flannelled cricketer of last century or the tweedy young man 
With tyrolean hat and old school scarf dashing through the lanes 
of England in his sports car. 
But in other walks of life i tralia to the peak that has 
the amateur term can be j traditionally developed in 
quite disparaging, particulwly ] Europe, but we can and must 
in music and journalism. | revise and vary our presenta-
I am opposed to profession- tion to make an attractive 
alisiii as we know it in Aus-
tralia, I cannot support any 
suggestion of giving large 
sums of money as a prize, nor 
would I tolerate betting on a 
race. 
But I can see no liaim in 
extending the travel and ex-
pense allowances to the 
athlete, nor would I consider 
public spectacle. 
Australia niu.st treat ath- f^^ .^^ ,., 
Ictics as a bu.sinrss in (utvre. JL.,^^ 
Cricket has set a wonderful ^ ^ 
example to the other sports. 
Prom the village green days 
of true blue amateurism it. has 
advanced through thc years, 
gradually yielding to demand 
without any flamboyant pro 
the I.A.A.P. had violated a | testations and today no one 
sacred trust if it sanctioned'questions whether a cricketer 
appearance money, provided is paid or not 
it was openly and rigidly 
policed 
Afusf freer/ 
afhiefics as 
a business, 
or lose more 
champions 
I do not think that we can 
build athletic crowds In Aus-
J IM BARLOW is ,secre-
Tennis in continuing with (ary of t h e Queensland 
its amateur stand has spht the : , , „ „ , »4I,I«»H/. Accn 
world of tennis and this could I Amateur Athletic Asso 
happen in athletics. j ciat lon. 
Those sport "scholarships" exist here 
THERE is no professional athletics in the world to-day, save but for the few as we know them in Australia 
These men sre not professionals as I regard a professional 
—they are running for big cash prizes and there is betiJng 
ou the event, but they are not being paid for their services or 
appearances. 
As the w o r l d becomes pJoyment that will enable him 
smaller with faster transport, 
we meet more people from 
overseas and in my sport I 
am constanUy h e a r in g 
to live well and produce his 
best. 
This disea.se seems to be 
contagious and we find varla-
rumours of loose interpreta- tkins of it right throughout 
tlon of tlie amateur rules. the world Witliout concern-
,,, , , ing ourselves with the aifni-
As a good Australian official i j ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ j ^ ^ ^j j ^ ^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ 
I must hide my head in the ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^^j. American col-y 
sand and protest that I do 
not beUeve what I hear. But 
I don't mind sharing some of 
these stories with you. 
For years we have been told 
leges and universities have 
given a lot to the athletic 
world through their sporting 
scholarships. 
.1^, j ^ - . o . , If you have hidden your 
of the wicked amateurs behind i liead deeply enough, you will, 
the Iron curtain. I don't! argue with me that these 
things could not happen in think there is any doubt that 
in countries such as Russia 
and Czeckoslovakia the lead-
ing athletes are a-wistcd, 
rather than have to look after 
themselves. 
In other words the athlete 
is nationally recognised and it 
seems that he is given em-
Australia, They are happen 
Ing right here. 
In a much lesser way we 
find schools and clubs giving 
concessions that would not be 
considered for other than 
sportsmen of ability. 
Orflclt^dfirh • MS- become so 
I divorced from the competitor 
i that not only doesn't It know 
jwhat is going on, it has 
ceased to care. It will not 
• even recognise public opinion 
(and after all public opinion 
still rules in Australia. 
j I have felt the rumblings of 
1 rebellion in the ranks of ath-
letics and it would only need 
another Marlene Mathews iii-
icident to trigger off some 
hasty words, if not more 
definite action. (You will re-
call that Marlene almost 
violated her amateur status in 
a three-legged race but was 
saved from Uie fate by A.A.U, 
Secretary, Artliur Hodsdon,) 
If money Is available to top 
performers overseas, we can 
hardly, blame the locals fo r 
wanting to cash in. After all 
the same I.A.A,P, controls 
atliletlcs there as here. 
The A,A.U. reserves the right 
to refuse permission for an 
athlete to compete in America 
if he accepts a sporting 
schbliifsyilp;- ftnd -it Is consid-
ered not to be granted for 
academic qualifications, I 
know of a case where a young 
Queenslander, who has not 
even pa.ssed scholarship hns 
been awarded an American 
University scholarship, AND 
he is not a sportsman. 
r don't think there csn bc 
any progress without reward. 
This must apply in athletics 
and we must face Die need to 
revise the existing rules to 
hberalise expenses. 
We are at t h e c!os.sro.id.s 
now and must make the 
choice whether to stifle ath-
letics in Australia or open our 
hearts and recognise that 
Australia cannot hope to 
produce and retain her cliani-
pioiis without some inorr lib-
eral approacii to the money 
problem. 
I propose that an atlilete 
when good enough should be 
paid appearance money on a 
basis to be determined, b n t 
this should be handled com-
pletely within the amateur 
bodies. If we don't move a 
Jake Kramer might. 
CORSAGE 
SPECIALISTS 
BOUQUETS 
from 
London-
ytmerican 
Jlorists 
FA 10,56, FA 1092 
Aflcr Hours V 2709 
State Intiiiraiu'c House, 
257-25'; MDWAim ST. 
(«ff Ailrliiidp Street) 
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DEBUT DECEIT MUST CO 
BY J. B. CAULFIELD 
T P H E modern Welfare State gives us our daily bread, 
-*• but it is left to our worthy bourgeoisie to provide the 
circuses. 
rites 
SHAM 
lliiek-|ia§i§;iiig on 
public problemis 
(Contd. from Page 16) 
What about the Government? But if you blame 
the Government you are again passing the buck; for 
that organ, after all is said and done, expresses (how-
ever lamely) the will of the people. 
Perhaps you are not abso-
lutely clear as to what you 
can do. Well, here are some 
suggestions. 
• ADOPT an aboriginal 
child and put him or her 
Ihrough a good school, 
• BOARD an aboriginal 
apprentice, student or 
working youth in your 
own home. 
• INVITE people of abo-
riginal blood into your 
home and to your enter-
tainments, 
• Join and or linancially 
support the only inde-
pendently - functioning 
club in Queensland de-
voted to assimilation — 
the Kangaroos Sports 
Club at West End. (Sec-
retary is Miss V, Wil-
liams, c/- 56 Bank St,) 
AultiorLsed by D. P. P. O'Neill 
Mid D. J. MacAulny. c/- U.Q.D., 
Unlverslts'', St. Uiclft. Printed bj 
"Tnilh" RtiU "Sportsman" Ltd., 
367-373 Brunswick St., Valley. 
Brisbane, 
JOIN the Aborigine's Ad-
vancement League, (c/-
Pastor D. Nicholls. 
M.B.E., 40 Russell St., 
Melbourne Cl, or en-
quire from the writer). 
PRESS for full citizen-
ship rights and for bet-
ter education for abori-
gines. 
Write about your Ideas 
or suggestions of help to 
The Aboriginal Scholar-
ship Committee, the Uni-
versity of Queenslana 
Union, St, Lucla SWG, 
We'll be glad to hear 
from you. 
And each year at the ap-
pointed time, the circus is on, 
a miraculous thingllng, as the 
debutante season conies round, 
a season of sliam without 
reason. 
What was once an innocent 
symbol has become, like so 
much else of tradition, a 
commercialised racket. 
With all due apologies to 
Freud, debutantes are the 
modern version of the native 
custom of presenting the 
tribal virgins, when they be-
came of age, to the amassed 
warriors for their approval, 
TO-DAY'S debutantes carry on this proud 
tradition, often without 
the necessary qualifica-
tions. 
. But the important fact is 
I that the symbolism which 
; once gave debuts their mean-
I ing and their reason for exlst-
I ence is now missing, 
I Debuts are, after all, only a 
I social convention, 
I And as a convention (a 
I social convention more than 
any other) exists only for a 
purpose, a convention without 
a purpose, as modern debuts 
are, is an illogicality. 
Debuts were symbols of the 
young maiden's entrance into 
public life from the seclusion 
ot the convent. 
Some of to-day's debutantes 
are cloistered in 20 th century 
convents—our universities. 
But by the time she makes 
her "debut," the average deb. 
(of course, not all of them), is 
a well-season-
ed veteran of 
the social cam-
paign. 
Thus, the whole meaning of 
a debut is lost. 
Symbolism must have a 
meaning; empty symbolism is 
an artistic crime. 
Social values have a habit 
of growing up in a vacuum, 
and in that great mass of 
rarefied humanity, t li e 
middle-class, even jnore so. 
The attitudes fostered by 
debbery create a false set of 
social values. 
But fostered by our would-
be middle-class aristocrats 
and supported by business in-
terests, debuts are now a 
market commodity—a ticket 
into the Promised Land of 
Society. 
Of course, the rather wide 
buying tends to reduce the 
value of getting in anyway, 
but this is someliow over-
looked. 
The cynical demands of 
decorative escorts are met by 
pre-ball parties which are 
largely grog-shows put on to 
satisfy thirsty suspicions. 
The reluc-
nce of es-
rts to quit 
h e s e grog 
[ parties usually demonstrates 
the fact that the keg hi the 
hand is worth two kegs in the 
bush. 
Fortunately, however, a few 
sensible people see beyond the 
facade of gilt and glamour to 
the artificial mess within 
debuts. Thoy save their par-
ents grave financial outlay by 
refusing to buy into the social 
bill. Sinful waste of money 
has heavy penalties. 
As the once great Home 
wined and dined before it 
fell, we hold debutante balls, 
and if you listen carefully you 
can hear the barbarians 
knocking at our gates. Let us; 
hope that the sensible few) 
may Increase for they are the 
gold filling in a-mouthful of 
decay. 
Perhaps a healthy realiza-
tion of the artificiality of it 
all would make debuts less 
offensive. But as it stands now 
with the twin attendants of 
sham and deceit, debuts must 
be thrown overboard to stop 
the rot. 
The time has come to de-
stroy this bastion of sham and 
artiflcality. Even tradition-
stifled Britain has thrown the 
debutante on the scrap-heap. 
THIS social anachron-ism of Victorian Eng-
land has no weight in an 
age of equahty and wel-
farism. 
It is about time we realised 
debuts for what they really 
are. and stopped acting like 
a bunch of pre-federation 
colonials. Any resemblance 
between debutante life and 
reality is purely farcical. 
Social Progress of the Wealthy Slob 
f- SecoMul in a series) 
HIERARCHY 
Meet Mr. Richard Folie-
Smythe, wbo rose to hl« 
present iiaclkl eminence from 
the lowly slate of human be-
InK, through tbe tried and 
tested hierarchy gt prep schonl. 
G,P,S., UnlveriUy and rat-race. 
T Commem. Ball, Richard, pAVORTING 
was to be found dressed 
like a passionless pig-farmer, 
BRISBANE 
->^disarming all with bright chat 
habout himself. 
His lady friend spent most 
CITY HALL 
The A.B.C. Presents . . . 
EIGHT YOUTH CONCERTS 
1-01{ CEISTEiVARY YEAR 
Queensland Symphony Orchestra 
and 
Sydney Symphony Orchestra 
(Guest A{it)cariiticc) 
lit-
RUDOLF PEKAREK — QUEENSLAND 
C. & V, COMPS, FINALISTS. 
RUDOLF PEKAREK — PIERRE 
COCHEREAU (Organist). 
NICOLAI MALKO—Sydney Symphony 
Orchestra ~ DONALD HAZELWOOD 
(Violinist). 
RUDOLF PEKAREK — WILUANA 
HERBERT (Tenor). 
RUDOLF PEKAREK — IGOR GORIN 
(Baritone). 
6fh—Wed., Sept. 16: KURT WOESS — ALLEN McCRIS-
TAL (Pianist). 
JOSEF KRIPS — No Soloist. 
RUDOLF PEKAREK ~ SIGURD 
RASCHER (Saxophonist), 
SUBJECT TO ALTERATION 
Thc Box Plan for Season Booking is available at the A.B,C. 
Concert Department, 6th Floor, Penneys Building, Adelaide 
Street, to all people aged 25 years or i.tnder. 
Subscription: Twenty-five Shillings 
Enjoy a tubttanlial saving and make sure of your scat for 
tlie season by becoming a Subscriber. 
,Fri,, May 8: 
2nd—Fri., May 22: 
3rd—Wed., June 3: 
4»h—Sat., Aug. V. 
Sth—Sat., Sept. 5: 
7th—Sat., Oct. 3: 
8fh—Mon., Oct. 26 
of her time 
lady enemy and sei'erest 
critic. 
Richard also had a habit of 
placing his feet apart, and 
displaying his authority on 
every subject known to man. 
He bored everyone in a 
radius of fifty yards but 
never knew. 
His mother was not sur-
prised as she hfted his hud-
dled suit from the dirty floor 
next morning to find a large 
hole burnt in the right sleeve. 
at the Coast 
after failing Metl. I for 
thc seconil time, Richard 
wore his sunglasses even in 
thc cinema. 
Ills shirt drew protest from 
becoming lits representatives of e v e r y 
organization, from the Pro-
gress Association to thc 
Council of Churches, 
Hair flourished unhinilered 
on his face. After a month 
he began calling it "the 
beard," and bought curling 
Irons in secret. 
His sacred flesh was not 
annotated with the surf at 
any time; but It acquired a 
gradual criss - cross t a n 
through the slatted roof of 
the Beer Garden. 
•j\,TATURING, Richard ad-
^^^ vances In repulslveness 
by becoming a moustached 
snob. 
His father bribes lavishly to 
get him into the United Ser-
vices Club. Here he meets all 
that is most vapid, cravatted 
and tweedy in Queensland 
vegetable life. 
This virtually converts him 
from an up-and-coming swine 
Into an unctuous, cunning 
reptile. 
He begins to learn off the 
names of continental authors. 
The tliln edge. He will even-
tually m a r r y something 
neurotic, foreign and artistic, 
and exult In the company of 
phonies. 
'T'HE finished product at 
•*- any given time. 
A whlted sepulchre in 
which reposes the pampered 
flesh, a gilded trashcan in 
which perches uncomfortably 
the immortal soul, of Richard 
Poltc-Smythe. 
A delicately disguised tangle 
of caste, nastiness, self-love 
and frustrated vulgarity— 
labelled "good bloke" by his 
fellow males, and looked at 
askance by women. 
Lives among his kind In an 
atmosphere of regulated hate. 
After a quiet Ufe below the 
level of reality he rises 
gently to the sight of his own 
image and expires of self-
nauseation. 
